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ON EULER SYSTEMS FOR MOTIVES AND HEEGNER POINTS

TAKENORI KATAOKA AND TAKAMICHI SANO

Abstract. We formulate an Iwasawa main conjecture for a higher rank Euler system for a general
motive. We prove “one half” of the main conjecture under mild hypotheses. We also formulate a
conjecture on “Darmon-type derivatives” of Euler systems and give an application to the Tamagawa
number conjecture. Lastly, we specialize our general framework to the setting of Heegner points
and give a natural interpretation of the Heegner point main conjecture in terms of rank two Euler
systems.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to study Iwasawa theory for motives in terms of higher rank Euler
systems.

Let K be a number field and M a (pure) motive defined over K. Let p be an odd prime number
and T a stable lattice of the p-adic étale realization of M . For simplicity, we assume that the
coefficient ring A of T is the ring of integers of a finite extension of Qp (e.g., A = Zp). Let T ∗(1)
denote the Kummer dual of T . Then we define the basic rank of T by

r = rT := rankA


 ⊕

v∈S∞(K)

H0(Kv, T
∗(1))


 ,

where S∞(K) denotes the set of all infinite places of K.
One expects that there is a canonical Euler system for T of rank r. For example, when T = Zp(1),

one sees that rZp(1) = 1 if and only if K is either Q or an imaginary quadratic field. When K = Q,
we have the cyclotomic unit Euler system. When K is an imaginary quadratic field, we have the
elliptic unit Euler system. If rZp(1) > 1, then it is known that conjectural Rubin-Stark elements
constitute an Euler system. When T is the p-adic Tate module of an elliptic curve over Q and
K = Q, then rT = 1 and we have Kato’s Euler system. In general, the validity of the equivariant
Tamagawa number conjecture for the dual motive M∗(1) implies the existence of a canonical higher
rank Euler system for T of rank r which is related to leading terms of (complex) L-functions for
M∗(1) at s = 0.

In this paper, we study arithmetic properties of Euler systems in a general setting and give a
new example of our general theory in the setting of Heegner points.

1.1. The Iwasawa main conjecture for motives. We first formulate an Iwasawa main conjec-
ture for T . There are two types of the formulation: “with p-adic L-functions” and “without p-adic
L-functions”. In this paper, we study only the latter.

We sketch the formulation. Fix a finite set S of places of K which contains all infinite and
p-adic places of K and all “bad” places for T . Let L/K be a finite abelian extension and K∞/K
a Zd

p-extension for some d ≥ 1. We suppose that, for each v ∈ S∞(K) that ramifies in L, we

have rankA(H
0(Kv , T

∗(1))) = 1
2 rankA(T ). We set L∞ := L ·K∞ and Λ := A[[Gal(L∞/K)]]. Let

T := T ⊗ Λ be the Λ-adic deformation of T . Then one can construct a canonical map

Θ : det−1
Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T))→

⋂r

Λ
H1(OK,S,T).

Here RΓ(OK,S,T) denotes the usual S-cohomology complex, H i(OK,S,T) its cohomology, and
⋂r

Λ
the r-th “exterior power bidual” over Λ (see §1.4 below). The Iwasawa main conjecture is formulated
as follows.

Conjecture 1.1 (The Iwasawa main conjecture, see Conjecture 3.4). Suppose that a canonical
rank r(= rT ) Euler system cL∞

∈ ⋂r
ΛH

1(OK,S,T) is given. Then there exists a Λ-basis

zL∞
∈ det−1

Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T))

such that Θ(zL∞
) = cL∞

.
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When T = Zp(1), a formulation of this form is given by Burns, Kurihara and the second author
in [BKS17, Conj. 3.1 and Th. 3.4].

Let us consider the simplest “non-equivariant” case, i.e., L = K and d = 1 (so that L∞ = K∞ is
a Zp-extension of K). Then one proves that Conjecture 1.1 is equivalent to the following “classical”
formulation:

charΛ

(⋂r

Λ
H1(OK,S ,T)/Λ · cK∞

)
= charΛ(H

2(OK,S,T)),

where char denotes the characteristic ideal. (See Proposition 3.10.)
One of the main results of this paper is to prove “one half” of the Iwasawa main conjecture for

any given Euler system under some standard hypotheses.

Theorem 1.2 (see Theorem 3.17 for the precise statement). Assume r = rT ≥ 1, p ≥ 5, and some
mild hypotheses. Then, for any rank r Euler system c, there exists an element

zL∞
∈ det−1

Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T))

such that Θ(zL∞
) = cL∞

.
In particular, when L = K and d = 1, we have

charΛ

(⋂r

Λ
H1(OK,S ,T)/Λ · cK∞

)
⊂ charΛ(H

2(OK,S,T)).

For the proof, we essentially use the theory of higher rank Euler, Kolyvagin, and Stark systems
established by Burns, Sakamoto, and the second author [BSS18], and also an idea of the recent
work by the first author in [Kata].

1.2. Derivatives of Euler systems. Let r = rT be the basic rank of T and c an Euler system
of rank r for T . Fix a finite set S of places of K as above. Under suitable assumptions, one can
consider a “Darmon-type derivative” of c for a Zp-extension K∞/K:

κ∞ ∈
∧r

A
H1(OK,S, T )⊗A Ie/Ie+1,

where we set e := rankA(H
2(OK,S, T )) and I := ker(A[[Gal(K∞/K)]] ։ A) (see §4.3). We

formulate a conjecture which relates κ∞ with the leading term L∗
S(M

∗(1), 0) of the S-truncated
(complex) L-function for the dual motive M∗(1) at s = 0. To do this we introduce an “(extended)
special element” for T over K

η̃K ∈ Cp ⊗Zp

∧r+e

A
H1(OK,S, T ),

which is by definition related to the leading term (see Definition 2.11). This element is a natural
generalization of the “Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer element” introduced by Burns, Kurihara, and
the second author in [BKS19, Def. 2.4]. We naturally construct a “Bockstein regulator map”

Boc∞ : Cp ⊗Zp

∧r+e

A
H1(OK,S , T )→ Cp ⊗Zp

∧r

A
H1(OK,S, T )⊗A Ie/Ie+1,

and formulate the conjecture as follows.

Conjecture 1.3 (Conjecture 4.7). We have

κ∞ = (−1)reBoc∞(η̃K) in Cp ⊗Zp

∧r

A
H1(OK,S, T )⊗A Ie/Ie+1.
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This conjecture generalizes the “generalized Perrin-Riou conjecture” in [BKS19, Conj. 4.9] and
also the “Iwasawa theoretic Mazur-Rubin-Sano conjecture” in [BKS17, Conj. 4.2].

We give a strategy for proving the Tamagawa number conjecture for M∗(1) by using the Iwasawa
main conjecture and Conjecture 1.3 (see Theorem 4.11). This result is a generalization of [BKS19,
Th. 7.6].

1.3. Heegner points. To give a new example of our general theory, we study Heegner points in
detail. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q and K an imaginary quadratic field satisfying the Heegner
hypothesis for E (i.e., every prime divisor of the conductor of E splits in K). We consider the
motive M = h1(E/K)(1). In this case, T is the p-adic Tate module of E and the coefficient ring is
A = Zp.

The Euler system of Heegner points is usually considered to be a rank one Euler system. However,
it is known that it does not satisfy the natural definition of Euler systems given by Rubin [Rub00].
In this sense, it might be unnatural to regard the Heegner point Euler system as a rank one Euler
system.

In this paper, we make the following observation: it is natural to interpret the system of Heegner
points as a rank two Euler system. In fact, the basic rank rT is two in this setting, since we have

⊕

v∈S∞(K)

H0(Kv, T
∗(1)) = H0(C, T ∗(1)) = T ∗(1)

and this is a free Zp-module of rank two.
Our idea of interpreting Heegner points as a rank two Euler system is as follows. We assume that

E has good ordinary reduction at p. Take a finite set S of places of K as usual. Let K∞/K be the
anticyclotomic Zp-extension and set Λ := Zp[[Gal(K∞/K)]] and T := T ⊗ Λ. In the Selmer group
Sel(T) = Sel(K,T), one has a Λ-adic Heegner point y∞ ∈ Sel(T) (see [Cas17, §3.1] for example).
Under some mild conditions, we construct an isomorphism

Q(Λ)⊗Λ

⋂2

Λ
H1(OK,S,T) ≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ (Sel(T)⊗Λ Sel(T)ι) ,

where Q(Λ) denotes the quotient field of Λ and (−)ι the module on which Λ acts via the natural
involution. We define a “Heegner element”

zHg
∞ ∈ Q(Λ)⊗Λ

⋂2

Λ
H1(OK,S ,T)

to be the element corresponding to

y∞ ⊗ y∞ ∈ Sel(T)⊗Λ Sel(T)ι

under the isomorphism above (see Definition 5.14).
We show that the “Heegner point main conjecture” of Perrin-Riou is equivalent to our formulation

of the Iwasawa main conjecture for zHg
∞ .

Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 5.18). The Heegner point main conjecture holds if and only if we have

zHg
∞ ∈ ⋂2

ΛH
1(OK,S,T) and an equality

charΛ

(⋂2

Λ
H1(OK,S ,T)/Λ · zHg

∞

)
= charΛ(H

2(OK,S,T)).
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As an application, we give a formal construction of a rank two Euler system whose “K∞-

component” is zHg
∞ .

Theorem 1.5 (Theorem 5.19). Assume the Heegner point main conjecture. Then there exists a

rank two Euler system c such that cK∞
= zHg

∞ .

We remark that our construction is non-canonical: roughly speaking, the constructed Euler

system is just a “lift” of zHg
∞ . (The Heegner point main conjecture is assumed in order to ensure

the existence of a lift.) However, this result at least gives evidence for the existence of a canonical
rank two Euler system which is related to Heegner points.

We also remark that there is a non-Iwasawa theoretic version of Theorem 1.5: see Theorem 5.5.
A Heegner element (over K) is more explicitly defined in this case without assuming that E has
good ordinary reduction at p (see Definition 5.2).

Lastly, we give an explicit interpretation of Conjecture 1.3 for the Heegner element zHg
∞ . We

assume the following:

(i) E(K)[p] = 0;
(ii) rank(E(Q)) ≥ 1 and rank(EK(Q)) ≥ 1, where EK denotes the quadratic twist of E by K;
(iii) #X(E/K)[p∞] <∞.

(See Hypothesis 5.23.) Note that the Heegner hypothesis and the validity of the parity conjecture
imply that rank(E(K)) is odd. So the condition (ii) implies rank(E(K)) ≥ 3. (One sees that
Conjecture 1.3 is not interesting when rank(E(K)) = 1.)

We set e := rankZp(H
2(OK,S, T )) and I := ker(Λ ։ Zp). Let

κHg
∞ ∈

∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T )⊗Zp I

e/Ie+1

be the Darmon-type derivative of zHg
∞ . We define a canonical “anticyclotomic Bockstein regulator”

RBoc
K∞
∈ Qp ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T )⊗Zp I

e/Ie+1

as an analogue of the “(cyclotomic) Bockstein regulator” introduced by Burns, Kurihara, and the
second author in [BKS19, Def. 4.11].

We prove that Conjecture 1.3 in this case is equivalent to the following explicit formula.

Conjecture 1.6 (see Proposition 5.27). We have

κHg
∞ =

L∗
S(E/K, 1)

√
|DK |

ΩE/K ·RE/K
·RBoc

K∞
,

where L∗
S(E/K, 1) denotes the leading term of the S-truncated L-function of E/K at s = 1, DK

the discriminant of K, ΩE/K the Néron period, and RE/K the Néron-Tate regulator.

According to the conjectural Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer formula, the analytic constant

L∗
S(E/K, 1)

√
|DK |

ΩE/K ·RE/K
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should be equal to the algebraic constant

EulS ·#X(E/K)[p∞] · Tam(E/K)

up to Z×
p , where EulS denotes the product of Euler factors at primes in S (so that EulS ·L∗(E/K, 1) =

L∗
S(E/K, 1)) and Tam(E/K) the product of Tamagawa factors of E/K. We prove that an algebraic

variant of Conjecture 1.6 follows from the Heegner point main conjecture up to Z×
p .

Theorem 1.7 (Theorem 5.28). Assume the Heegner point main conjecture. Then there exists
u ∈ Z×

p such that

κHg
∞ = u · EulS ·#X(E/K)[p∞] · Tam(E/K) ·RBoc

K∞
.

In a forthcoming work, we show that Conjecture 1.6 (or rather its algebraic variant) implies the
conjecture of Bertolini and Darmon [BeDa96, Conj. 4.5(1)] (see also [AgCa21, Conj. 3.6]). This
gives further evidence for Conjecture 1.6.

Finally, we give a strategy for proving the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer formula for E/K.

Theorem 1.8 (Theorem 5.30). If we assume

• the Heegner point main conjecture,
• Conjecture 1.6, and
• RBoc

K∞
6= 0,

then the p-part of the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer formula for E/K holds, i.e., there exists u ∈ Z×
p such

that

L∗(E/K, 1) = u ·#X(E/K)[p∞] · Tam(E/K) · 1√
|DK |

ΩE/K · RE/K .

We remark that Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 are analogues of the results of Burns, Kurihara, and the
second author [BKS19, Th. 7.3 and 7.6] respectively.

1.4. Notation. For a commutative ring R and an R-module N , we set N∗ := HomR(N,R). The
R-torsion submodule of N is denoted by Ntors. The R-torsion-free quotient N/Ntors is denoted by
Ntf . For a non-negative integer a, the a-th exterior power bidual of N over R is defined by

⋂a

R
N :=

(∧a

R
(N∗)

)∗
.

For basic properties, see [BuSa21, Appendix A].
For an abelian group (Z-module) A and a prime number p, we set

A[p] := {a ∈ A | p · a = 0} and A[p∞] := {a ∈ A | pn · a = 0 for some n}.
Let K be a number field, which is regarded as a finite extension of Q inside a fixed algebraic

closure Q of Q. We denote the absolute Galois group Gal(Q/K) by GK . For each place v of
K, we fix a place w of Q lying above v. The decomposition group of w in GK is identified with
Gal(Qw/Kv). In particular, we regard Gal(Qw/Kv) ⊂ GK . Let Kur

v be the maximal unramified
extension of Kv inside Qw and Frv ∈ Gal(Kur

v /Kv) the Frobenius element of v. We fix a lift of Frv
in Gal(Qw/Kv) and denote it also by the same symbol.

The set of all infinite (resp. p-adic) places of K is denoted by S∞(K) (resp. Sp(K)).
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For a Galois extension F/K, we often denote Gal(F/K) by GF . The set of finite places of K
which ramify in F is denoted by Sram(F/K). For a finite set S of places of K, we set

SF := {w : a place of F | the place of K lying under w belongs to S}
and

S(F ) := S ∪ Sram(F/K).

We use some standard notations concerning Galois (étale) cohomology: RΓ(OK,S,−), RΓf (Kv,−),
RΓ/f (Kv,−), etc. For the definitions, see [BuSa21, §1.4] for example.

2. Euler systems for motives

In this section, we give a review of a general conjecture on Euler systems given in [BSS19, §4] (see
Conjecture 2.6). This conjecture predicts what kind of Euler system should exist in a general setting
of motives. In §2.5, we give a generalization of “Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer elements” introduced in
[BKS19, §2.2], which will be used in §4.

2.1. The definition of Euler systems. Let K be a number field and p > 2 an odd prime number.
Let M be a (pure) motive defined over K with coefficients in a finite dimensional semisimple
commutative Q-algebra R, which is necessarily a finite product of number fields. Let A be a finite
extension of Qp which arises as a component of Qp⊗QR and A the ring of integers of A. Let Vp(M)
be the p-adic étale realization of M and set V := A ⊗Qp⊗QR Vp(M), which is a finite dimensional
A-vector space endowed with a continuous action of GK . Fix a GK -stable lattice T ⊂ V , which is
a free A-module of finite rank. Let T ∗(1) := HomA(T,A(1)) be the Kummer dual of T . We set

YK(T ∗(1)) :=
⊕

v∈S∞(K)

H0(Kv , T
∗(1)).

Note that, for each v ∈ S∞(K), the A-module H0(Kv, T
∗(1)) is a direct summand of T ∗(1), so in

particular it is free of rank less than or equal to rankA(T
∗(1)) = rankA(T ). Therefore, YK(T ∗(1))

is also a free A-module with an upper bound of the rank.

Definition 2.1. We define the basic rank of T by

r = rT := rankA(YK(T ∗(1))).

We fix a finite set S of places of K such that

S∞(K) ∪ Sp(K) ∪ Sram(T ) ⊂ S,

where Sram(T ) denotes the set of finite places of K at which T ramifies. For any v /∈ S, we set

Pv(x) = Pv(x;T ) := det(1− Fr−1
v x | T ∗(1)) ∈ A[x].

Let K/K be an abelian extension. Let Ω(K) be the set of finite subextensions F/K of K/K. For
each F ∈ Ω(K) we set

GF := Gal(F/K)

and

S(F ) := S ∪ Sram(F/K).
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We impose the following hypothesis on the extension K/K: for each F ∈ Ω(K), the A[GF ]-module

YF (T
∗(1)) :=

⊕

w∈S∞(F )

H0(Fw, T
∗(1))

is free of rank rT . One sees that this condition is equivalent to the following:

For any v ∈ S∞(K) which ramifies in K, we have rankA(H
0(Kv , T

∗(1))) =
1

2
rankA(T ).

For example, this hypothesis is satisfied as long as every v ∈ S∞(K) splits completely in K.
Let Σ be a finite set (possibly empty) of places ofK which is disjoint from S(F ) for any F ∈ Ω(K).

(This means that Σ is disjoint from S and every v ∈ Σ is unramified in K.) Following [BuSa21,
§2.3], for any F ∈ Ω(K), we define the Σ-modified cohomology complex RΓΣ(OF,S(F ), T ) by the
exact triangle

RΓΣ(OF,S(F ), T )→ RΓ(OF,S(F ), T )→
⊕

w∈ΣF

RΓf (Fw, T )→ .

For any F,F ′ ∈ Ω(K) with F ⊂ F ′, we write

CorrF ′/F :
⋂r

A[GF ′ ]
H1

Σ(OF ′,S(F ′), T )→
⋂r

A[GF ]
H1

Σ(OF,S(F ′), T )

for the map induced by the corestriction map CorF ′/F : H1
Σ(OF ′,S(F ′), T )→ H1

Σ(OF,S(F ′), T ).

Definition 2.2. An Euler system of rank r for (T,K) (with an implicit choice of S and Σ) is an
element

c = (cF )F ∈
∏

F∈Ω(K)

⋂r

A[GF ]
H1

Σ(OF,S(F ), T )

satisfying the following: for any F,F ′ ∈ Ω(K) with F ⊂ F ′, we have

CorrF ′/F (cF ′) =


 ∏

v∈S(F ′)\S(F )

Pv(Fr
−1
v )


 cF .

The set (A[[Gal(K/K)]]-module) of Euler systems of rank r for (T,K) is denoted by ESr(T,K).
2.2. Conjectural Euler systems. In this subsection, we formulate an explicit conjecture con-
cerning the existence of an Euler system for T which is related with L-functions of the motive
M∗(1), under the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2.3. For any F ∈ Ω(K), we have

(i) H0(F, T ) = 0,
(ii) either Σ is non-empty or H1(OF,S(F ), T ) is A-free, and
(iii) for any w ∈ ΣF , we have H0(Fw, T ) = 0.

Remark 2.4. If H0(F, T ) = 0 and Σ is non-empty, then one easily sees that H1
Σ(OF,S(F ), T ) is

A-free. So Hypothesis 2.3(ii) can be replaced by

(ii′) H1
Σ(OF,S(F ), T ) is A-free.
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Remark 2.5. Hypothesis 2.3(iii) implies that H1
f (Fw, T ) is finite for any w ∈ ΣF . So in this case

we have

Qp ⊗Zp H
i
Σ(OF,S(F ), T ) = H i(OF,S(F ), V ).

This identification will frequently be used.

We set some notations. Let F ∈ Ω(K). We write ĜF for the set of Q-valued characters of GF .
By the fixed embeddings Q →֒ C and Q →֒ Cp, each χ ∈ ĜF is regarded as both C-valued and

Cp-valued. For χ ∈ ĜF , we define the usual idempotent by eχ := (#GF )−1
∑

σ∈GF
χ(σ)σ−1. We set

Υ(T, F ) := {χ ∈ ĜF | eχ(Cp ⊗Zp H
2(OF,S(F ), T )) = 0}

and

eT,F :=
∑

χ∈Υ(T,F )

eχ ∈ A[GF ].

Roughly speaking, eT,F is the “maximal” idempotent that annihilates H2(OF,S(F ), T ).
We recall the definition of motivic L-functions. To do this, we assume that the Euler factors

have rational coefficients, i.e., Qv(x) := det(1− Fr−1
v x | Vp(M

∗(1))) belongs to R[x] for any v /∈ S.

For χ ∈ ĜF , the S(F )-truncated χ-twisted L-function of M∗(1) is defined by

LS(F )(M
∗(1), χ, s) :=

∏

v/∈S(F )

Qv(χ(Frv)Nv
−s)−1.

This is a complex function which takes values in C ⊗Q R and converges if Re(s) is large enough.
We assume that it is analytically continued to the whole complex plane. We define a Σ-modified
version by

LS(F ),Σ(M
∗(1), χ, s) :=

(
∏

v∈Σ

Qv(χ(Frv)Nv1−s)

)
LS(F )(M

∗(1), χ, s).

We then define the GF -equivariant (S(F ),Σ)-modified L-function of M∗(1) by

θF/K,S(F ),Σ(M
∗(1), s) :=

∑

χ∈ĜF

LS(F ),Σ(M
∗(1), χ−1, s)eχ,

which takes values in C⊗Q R[GF ].
We write L∗

S(F ),Σ(M
∗(1), χ, 0) ∈ (C⊗QR)× for the leading term of LS(F ),Σ(M

∗(1), χ, s) at s = 0,

i.e., the leading coefficient in the Laurent expansion at s = 0. We define the leading term of
θF/K,S(F ),Σ(M

∗(1), s) by

θ∗F/K,S(F ),Σ(M
∗(1), 0) :=

∑

χ∈ĜF

L∗
S(F ),Σ(M

∗(1), χ−1, 0)eχ ∈ (R⊗Q R[GF ])×.

We fix an embedding R →֒ Cp and regard θ∗F/K,S(F ),Σ(M
∗(1), 0) as an element of (Cp ⊗Q R[GF ])×.

By the natural projection Qp⊗QR ։ A, we regard θ∗F/K,S(F ),Σ(M
∗(1), 0) as an element of (Cp⊗Qp

A[GF ])× = (Cp ⊗Zp A[GF ])×.
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In §2.4 below, we will define a canonical “period-regulator isomorphism”

λT,F : eT,F

(
Cp ⊗Zp

∧r

A[GF ]
H1(OF,S(F ), T )

)
∼−→ eT,F

(
Cp ⊗Zp

∧r

A[GF ]
YF (T

∗(1))∗
)
,

where YF (T
∗(1))∗ := HomA(YF (T

∗(1)),A).
Conjecture 2.6. Assume Hypothesis 2.3, and fix an A[[Gal(K/K)]]-basis

b = (bF )F ∈ lim←−
F∈Ω(K)

∧r

A[GF ]
YF (T

∗(1))∗(≃ lim←−
F∈Ω(K)

A[GF ] = A[[Gal(K/K)]]).

Then there exists a unique Euler system

c = c(b) ∈ ESr(T,K)
satisfying the following properties.

(i) For every F ∈ Ω(K), we have

(1− eT,F )cF = 0,

i.e., cF ∈
⋂r

A[GF ]H
1
Σ(OF,S(F ), T ) ⊂

∧r
A[GF ]H

1(OF,S(F ), V ) belongs to eT,F
∧r

A[GF ]H
1(OF,S(F ), V ).

(ii) For every F ∈ Ω(K), we have

λT,F (cF ) = eT,F · θ∗F/K,S(F ),Σ(M
∗(1), 0) · bF in eT,F

(
Cp ⊗Zp

∧r

A[GF ]
YF (T

∗(1))∗
)
.

It is convenient to give the following definition.

Definition 2.7. We fix b as in Conjecture 2.6. For each F ∈ Ω(K), we define the special element
for T by

ηF = ηF/K,S(F ),Σ(T ) := λ−1
T,F

(
eT,F · θ∗F/K,S(F ),Σ(M

∗(1), 0) · bF
)

∈ eT,F

(
Cp ⊗Zp

∧r

A[GF ]
H1(OF,S(F ), T )

)
.

(This is called the “Bloch-Kato element” in [BSS19, Def. 4.10].)

Remark 2.8. One can show that the collection (ηF )F∈Ω(K) satisfies the norm relation, i.e., we have

CorrF ′/F (ηF ′) =


 ∏

v∈S(F ′)\S(F )

Pv(Fr
−1
v )


 ηF

for any F,F ′ ∈ Ω(K) with F ⊂ F ′. Also, ηF satisfies the properties (i) and (ii) in Conjecture 2.6
by definition. Thus Conjecture 2.6 is equivalent to the following assertion: for every F ∈ Ω(K), we
have

(2.2.1) ηF ∈
⋂r

A[GF ]
H1

Σ(OF,S(F ), T ).

The conjecture of this form is given in [BSS19, Conj. 4.15].
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Remark 2.9. By [BuSa21, Rem. 2.11 and Th. 2.18], one sees that the equivariant Tamagawa number
conjecture for (M∗(1)⊗K F,A[GF ]) (see [BuFl01, Conj. 4]) implies (2.2.1) for F ∈ Ω(K). This gives
theoretical evidence for Conjecture 2.6.

Remark 2.10. In this paper, we often assume the existence of a canonical Euler system and study
its properties. So it may be reasonable to assume Conjecture 2.6 throughout. However, it turns
out that assuming Conjecture 2.6 is too strong. For example, in the case of elliptic curves over
Q, we have a canonical Euler system called Kato’s Euler system, but it is still not known whether
it satisfies the properties in Conjecture 2.6. In fact, Conjecture 2.6 for Kato’s Euler system is
equivalent to a natural equivariant refinement of Perrin-Riou’s conjecture, which has not yet been
fully proved (see §2.3.2 below for the details). For this reason, we will only assume the existence of
a canonical Euler system and propose conjectures for it.

2.3. Examples. Let us consider two special cases for which the conjectural Euler systems are
more familiar. The first case is the (conjectural) system of Rubin-Stark elements over number
fields, which specializes to the cyclotomic unit Euler system when K = Q and to the elliptic unit
Euler system when K is an imaginary quadratic field. The second is Kato’s Euler system for elliptic
curves over Q.

2.3.1. The Rubin-Stark Euler system. Consider the “Gm case”, i.e., M = h0(K)(1), R = Q, A =
Qp, A = Zp, and T = Zp(1). Take K so that every v ∈ S∞(K) splits completely in K and also
choose Σ so that Hypothesis 2.3 is satisfied. In this case, we have

r = rZp(1) = #S∞(K).

Also, for F ∈ Ω(K) and χ ∈ ĜF we have

LS(F ),Σ(M
∗(1), χ, s) = LS(F ),Σ(χ, s)

:=
∏

v∈Σ

(1− χ(Frv)Nv1−s)
∏

v/∈S(F )

(1− χ(Frv)Nv
−s)−1.

This is the usual (S(F ),Σ)-modified Artin L-function for χ (see [BKS16, §3.1] for example). So we
have

θF/K,S(F ),Σ(M
∗(1), s) = θF/K,S(F ),Σ(s) :=

∑

χ∈ĜF

LS(F ),Σ(χ
−1, s)eχ.

For any finite set U of places of K, we set

YF,U :=
⊕

w∈UF

Z · w and XF,U :=

{
∑

w

aw · w ∈ YF,U

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

w

aw = 0

}
.

Then YF (T
∗(1))∗ = YF (Zp)

∗ is identified with Zp ⊗Z YF,S∞(K). Let

δF : R⊗Z O×
F,S(F )

∼−→ R⊗Z XF,S(F ); u 7→ −
∑

w∈S(F )F

log |u|w · w
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be the Dirichlet regulator. The period-regulator isomorphism in this case is defined by

λZp(1),F : eZp(1),F

(
Cp ⊗Zp

∧r

Zp[GF ]
H1(OF,S(F ),Zp(1))

)
≃ eZp(1),F

(
Cp ⊗Z

∧r

Z[GF ]
O×

F,S(F )

)

δF≃ eZp(1),F

(
Cp ⊗Z

∧r

Z[GF ]
XF,S(F )

)

≃ eZp(1),F

(
Cp ⊗Z

∧r

Z[GF ]
YF,S∞(K)

)
,

where the first isomorphism is induced by the Kummer isomorphism Zp⊗ZO×
F,S(F ) ≃ H1(OF,S(F ),Zp(1)),

and the last isomorphism follows by the definition of eZp(1),F and a canonical exact sequence

0→ H2(OF,S(F ),Qp(1))→ Qp ⊗Z XF,S(F ) → Qp ⊗Z YF,S∞(K) → 0

(see [Nek06, (9.2.1.2)] for example). One can choose a Z[GF ]-basis bF of
∧r

Z[GF ]YF,S∞(K) by fixing

a labeling S∞(K) = {v1, . . . , vr} and a place wi of F lying above each vi. Namely, one sets
bF := w1 ∧ · · · ∧ wr. The Rubin-Stark element (for F/K,S(F ),Σ, S∞(K)) is defined by

ηRS
F := η

S∞(K)
F/K,S(F ),Σ := λ−1

Zp(1),F
(eZp(1),F · θ∗F/K,S(F ),Σ(0) · bF ).

(See [BKS16, §5.1] for example.) This coincides with the special element ηF/K,S(F ),Σ(Zp(1)) in
Definition 2.7. The conjecture (2.2.1) is equivalent to the (p-part of the) Rubin-Stark conjecture
(see [Rub96, Conj. B′] or [BKS16, Conj. 5.1]). Thus, if we assume the Rubin-Stark conjecture for
all F ∈ Ω(K), then the conjectural Euler system in Conjecture 2.6 coincides with the Rubin-Stark
Euler system

ηRS := (ηRS
F )F ∈ ESr(Zp(1),K).

In particular, Conjecture 2.6 is true when K = Q. (In this case, the Rubin-Stark Euler system is
the cyclotomic unit Euler system.)

2.3.2. Kato’s Euler system. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q and consider the case when K = Q,
M = h1(E)(1), R = Q, A = Qp, A = Zp, and T is a lattice of Vp(E). In this case, we have

r = rT = 1.

We take K/Q to be an abelian p-extension, Σ to be empty and assume Hypothesis 2.3. (If T =
Tp(E), then Hypothesis 2.3 is equivalent to E(Q)[p] = 0.) For each F ∈ Ω(K), Kato [Kat04]
constructed a “zeta element”

zKato
F ∈ H1(OF,S(F ), Vp(E)).

(See [BSS19, Def. 6.8] for normalization. It depends on the choice of a Zp[GF ]-basis bF ∈ YF (T
∗(1))∗.)

If we assume the “integrality”, i.e., zKato
F ∈ H1(OF,S(F ), T ) for every F ∈ Ω(K), then we have

zKato := (zKato
F )F ∈ ES1(T,K).

(See [BSS19, Lem. 6.7].) This Euler system is called Kato’s Euler system.
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We shall describe the period-regulator isomorphism in this case. We prepare some notations.
In the following, we assume #X(E/F )[p∞] < ∞ for every F ∈ Ω(K). We abbreviate Υ(T, F ) to
Υ(F ). For a non-negative integer i, we define

Υ(F )ani := {χ ∈ ĜF | ords=1L(E,χ, s) = i}
and

Υ(F )algi := {χ ∈ ĜF | dimC(eχ(C ⊗Z E(F ))) = i}.
Then one sees by [Kat04, Th. 14.2(2)] that

Υ(F )an0 ⊂ Υ(F )alg0 ⊂ Υ(F )alg0 ∪Υ(F )alg1 = Υ(F ).

(See [BSS19, Lem. 6.1(iii)] for the last equality.) We define the associated idempotent by

e⋆F,i :=
∑

χ∈Υ(F )⋆i

eχ ∈ Q[GF ],

where ⋆ ∈ {an, alg}. Note that eT,F = ealgF,0 + ealgF,1.

We first describe the ealgF,0-component of the period-regulator isomorphism. It is defined by the
composition

λT,F : ealgF,0

(
Cp ⊗Zp H

1(OF,S(F ), T )
) exp∗

≃ ealgF,0

(
Cp ⊗Q Γ(E,Ω1

E/F )
)

α≃ ealgF,0

(
Cp ⊗Q

(
⊕

ι:F →֒C

H1(E
ι(C),Q)

)+)∗

β≃ ealgF,0

(
Cp ⊗Zp YF (T

∗(1))∗
)
,

where the first isomorphism is induced by (the localization map and) the dual exponential map

exp∗ :
⊕

w∈Sp(F )

H1
/f (Fw, V ) ≃

⊕

w∈Sp(F )

Qp ⊗Zp E1(Fw)
∗ ∼−→ Qp ⊗Q Γ(E,Ω1

E/F ),

the second by the period map ω 7→ (γ 7→
∫
γ ω), and the last by the comparison isomorphism

(
⊕

ι:F →֒CH1(E
ι(C),Qp))

+ ≃ Qp ⊗Zp YF (T
∗(1)).

Next, we describe the ealgF,1-component. It is defined by the composition

λT,F : ealgF,1

(
Cp ⊗Zp H

1(OF,S(F ), T )
)
≃ ealgF,1 (Cp ⊗Z E(F ))

≃ ealgF,1 (Cp ⊗Z E(F ))∗

≃ ealgF,1


Cp ⊗Zp

⊕

w∈Sp(F )

E1(Fw)




∗

≃ ealgF,1

(
Cp ⊗Zp YF (T

∗(1))∗
)
,
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where the first isomorphism is induced by the Kummer map E(F ) → H1(OF,S(F ), Tp(E)) (see
[BSS19, (21)]), the second by the Néron-Tate height pairing, the third by the localization map
E(F )→ E(Fw), and the last by β ◦ α ◦ exp∗.

We now relate Kato’s zeta element zKato
F with the special element ηF = ηF/Q,S(F ),∅(T ) in Defini-

tion 2.7. By Kato’s deep result [Kat04, Th. 6.6 and 9.7], we have

λT,F (e
an
F,0 · zKato

F ) = eanF,0 · θF/Q,S(F )(E, 1) · bF ,
where θF/Q,S(F )(E, s) := θF/Q,S(F ),∅(M

∗(1), s−1) =∑
χ∈ĜF

LS(F )(E,χ−1, s)eχ. So by the definition

of ηF we have

eanF,0 · zKato
F = eanF,0 · ηF .

It is natural to expect

zKato
F = ηF .

(This is the conjecture made in [BSS19, Conj. 6.2].) We remark that the equality

zKato
Q = ηQ

is equivalent to Perrin-Riou’s conjecture [Per93] (see [BSS19, Prop. 6.5] or [BKS19, Prop. 2.10]).

2.4. The period-regulator isomorphism. In this subsection, we give a general definition of the
period-regulator isomorphism

λT,F : eT,F

(
Cp ⊗Zp

∧r

A[GF ]
H1(OF,S(F ), T )

)
∼−→ eT,F

(
Cp ⊗Zp

∧r

A[GF ]
YF (T

∗(1))∗
)
.

Let RΓc,Σ(OF,S(F ), T
∗(1)) be the Σ-modified compactly supported cohomology complex defined

in [BuSa21, §2.3.2] and set

CF,S(F ),Σ(T ) := RHomZp(RΓc,Σ(OF,S(F ), T
∗(1)),Zp[−2]).

It is well-known that CF,S(F ),Σ(T ) is a perfect complex of A[GF ]-modules, acyclic outside de-
grees zero and one (under Hypothesis 2.3(i)), and the Euler characteristic is zero. By [BuSa21,
Prop. 2.22], we have a canonical isomorphism

H0(CF,S(F ),Σ(T )) ≃ H1
Σ(OF,S(F ), T )

and a canonical exact sequence

0→ H2
Σ(OF,S(F ), T )→ H1(CF,S(F ),Σ(T ))→ YF (T

∗(1))∗ → 0.

Let

ϑT,F : Cp ⊗Zp detA[GF ](CF,S(F ),Σ(T ))
∼−→ Cp ⊗Zp A[GF ]

be the isomorphism used in the formulation of the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture (see
[BuFl01, §3.4]). We normalize ϑT,F so that the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture for
(M∗(1)⊗K F,A[GF ]) is equivalent to the equality

ϑT,F (detA[GF ](CF,S(F ),Σ(T ))) = A[GF ] · θ∗F/K,S(F ),Σ(M
∗(1), 0).

The map ϑT,F induces an isomorphism

Cp ⊗Qp detA[GF ](Qp ⊗Zp H
0(CF,S(F ),Σ(T )))

∼−→ Cp ⊗Qp detA[GF ](Qp ⊗Zp H
1(CF,S(F ),Σ(T ))),
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which becomes

(2.4.1)

Cp⊗QpdetA[GF ](H
1(OF,S(F ), V ))

∼−→ Cp⊗Qp

(
detA[GF ](H

2(OF,S(F ), V ))⊗A[GF ]

∧r

A[GF ]
YF (T

∗(1))∗
)
.

We define λT,F to be the isomorphism induced by this isomorphism (note that the idempotent eT,F
kills H2(OF,S(F ), V )).

2.5. Extended special elements. Let ηF = ηF/K,S(F ),Σ(T ) be the special element for F ∈ Ω(K)
in Definition 2.7. For later use, we study connections between this element for F = K and the
Tamagawa number conjecture for M∗(1).

First, note that by definition ηK = ηK/K,S,Σ(T ) ∈ Cp ⊗Zp

∧r
AH

1(OK,S , T ) can be zero. In fact,
we have

ηK = 0⇔ H2(OK,S , V ) 6= 0.

(This phenomenon can be regarded as a “trivial zero (or exceptional zero) phenomenon” for Euler
systems. See Remark 2.14 below.) For this reason, we extend the definition of ηK so that it always
becomes non-zero.

We set
e := dimA(H

2(OK,S, V )).

We define the “extended period-regulator isomorphism”

λ̃T,K : Cp ⊗Zp

∧r+e

A
H1(OK,S, T )

∼−→ Cp ⊗Zp

(∧e

A
H2

Σ(OK,S , T )tf ⊗A

∧r

A
YK(T ∗(1))∗

)

to be the isomorphism induced by (2.4.1) (with F = K).

Definition 2.11. AssumeH0(K,T ) = 0. FixA-bases x ∈ ∧e
AH

2
Σ(OK,S , T )tf and b ∈ ∧r

AYK(T ∗(1))∗.
We define the extended special element for T by

η̃K = η̃K,S,Σ(T ) := λ̃−1
T,K(L∗

S,Σ(M
∗(1), 0) · (x⊗ b)) ∈ Cp ⊗Zp

∧r+e

A
H1(OK,S , T ).

Remark 2.12. By definition, η̃K is always non-zero. When e = 0 (i.e., H2(OK,S, V ) = 0), we have

ηK = η̃K 6= 0.

Remark 2.13. We can expect H2(OK,S , V ) = 0 in many cases. For example, it is well-known that
H2(OK,S ,Qp) = 0 is equivalent to the Leopoldt conjecture for K. Soulé proved H2(OK,S ,Qp(j)) =
0 for j > 1, and Schneider conjectured that H2(OK,S,Qp(j)) = 0 for j ≤ 0 (see [NSW00, p. 641]).
More generally, for a smooth projective schemeX/K, Jannsen conjectured thatH2(OK,S,H

i
ét(X×K

Q,Qp)(j)) = 0 if i + 1 < j or i + 1 > 2j (see [Jan89, Conj. 1]). However, H2(OK,S , V ) can be
non-zero in the cases considered in §2.3 (see also Remarks 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 below).

Remark 2.14. Let χ be a non-trivial character of GK of finite order and set F := Q
kerχ

. If
T = Zp[imχ](1)⊗ χ−1 and S = S∞(K) ∪ Sp(K) ∪ Sram(F/K), then we have

H2(OK,S, V ) ≃ eχ(Qp(imχ)⊗Z XF,Sp(K)),

where XF,Sp(K) is defined in §2.3.1. So in this case

H2(OK,S, V ) = 0⇔ χ(Frv) 6= 1 for all v ∈ Sp(K).
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This is the usual “no trivial zeros” condition (see [BKS17, p. 1555]). However, when T = Tp(E)
with an elliptic curve E, the condition H2(OK,S , V ) 6= 0 has nothing to do with the “exceptional
zero” phenomenon in the sense of Mazur-Tate-Teitelbaum [MTT86].

Remark 2.15. Consider the Gm case (i.e., M = h0(K)(1) and T = Zp(1)). In this case, the extended
special element is explicitly described as follows. First, note that there is a canonical exact sequence

0→ Zp ⊗Z ClΣS (K)→ H2
Σ(OK,S ,Zp(1))→ Zp ⊗Z XK,S\S∞(K) → 0,

where ClΣS (K) is the (S,Σ)-class group of K (see [BKS16, §1.7] for example) and XK,S\S∞(K) is
defined in §2.3.1. So we have

H2
Σ(OK,S ,Zp(1))tf ≃ Zp ⊗Z XK,S\S∞(K)

and
e = #S −#S∞(K)− 1.

We set r := #S∞(K) (so that #S = r + e + 1). We fix a labeling S∞(K) = {v1, . . . , vr} and
S = {v0, v1, . . . , vr+e}. Recall that YK(T ∗(1))∗ is identified with Zp ⊗Z YK,S∞(K) (see §2.3.1). We

define Z-bases x ∈ ∧e
ZXK,S\S∞(K) and b ∈ ∧r

ZYK,S∞(K) by setting

x := (vr+1 − v0) ∧ · · · ∧ (vr+e − v0) and b := v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vr.

We assume Σ is chosen so that the (S,Σ)-unit group O×
K,S,Σ := ker(O×

K,S →
⊕

v∈Σ(OK/v)×) is

torsion-free, and let {u1, . . . , ur+e} be a Z-basis of O×
K,S,Σ. Then one sees that the extended special

element is described explicitly as

η̃K,S,Σ(Zp(1)) = ±#ClΣS (K) · u1 ∧ · · · ∧ ur+e ∈ Zp ⊗Z

∧r+e

Z
O×

K,S,Σ ≃
∧r+e

Zp

H1
Σ(OK,S ,Zp(1)).

(This also coincides with the Rubin-Stark element for (K/K,S,Σ, S \ {v0}).) In fact, the extended
period-regulator isomorphism in this case is induced by the Dirichlet regulator

δK : R⊗Z O×
K,S

∼−→ R⊗Z XK,S; u 7→ −
∑

v∈S

log |u|v · v,

and the above description follows from the well-known class number formula

L∗
S,Σ(M

∗(1), 0) = ζ∗K,S,Σ(0) = ±#ClΣS (K) · det(log |ui|vj )1≤i,j≤r+e,

where ζK,S,Σ(s) is the usual (S,Σ)-modified Dedekind zeta function for K.

Remark 2.16. Consider the case when K = Q and M = h1(E)(1) with an elliptic curve E over Q.
If we assume X(E/Q)[p∞] <∞, then we have

e = max{0, rank(E(Q)) − 1}.
(See [BSS19, Lem. 6.1].) If L(E, 1) 6= 0, then by the argument in §2.3.2 we have e = 0 and

η̃Q = ηQ = zKato
Q .

(We take Σ to be empty.) If rank(E(Q)) > 0, then η̃Q coincides with the “Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer
element” ηBSD

x defined in [BKS19, Def. 2.4] (by letting b ∈ YQ(T
∗(1))∗ be e+δ(ξ)∗ in loc. cit.).

The following is a generalization of [BKS19, Prop. 2.6].
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Proposition 2.17. Assume that H0(K,T ) = 0 and that either Σ is non-empty or H1(OK,S , T ) is
A-free. Then the Tamagawa number conjecture for M∗(1) (with coefficients in A) holds if and only
if we have an equality of A-modules

A · η̃K = FittA(H
2
Σ(OK,S, T )tors) ·

∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S, T ).

In particular, the Tamagawa number conjecture for M∗(1) implies the “integrality” of η̃K :

η̃K ∈
∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T ).

Proof. Consider the following map:

detA(CK,S,Σ(T )) →֒ Qp ⊗Zp detA(CK,S,Σ(T ))

≃ detA(H
1
Σ(OK,S, V ))⊗A det−1

A (H2
Σ(OK,S , V ))⊗A det−1

A (YK(T ∗(1))∗)

= Qp ⊗Zp

(∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S, T )⊗A

∧e

A
H2

Σ(OK,S, T )
∗ ⊗A

∧r

A
YK(T ∗(1))

)

≃ Qp ⊗Zp

∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S, T ),

where the last isomorphism is defined by using the fixedA-bases of∧e
AH

2
Σ(OK,S, T )tf and

∧r
AYK(T ∗(1))∗.

The proposition follows by noting that the image of this map is

FittA(H
2
Σ(OK,S , T )tors) ·

∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S, T ).

�

3. The Iwasawa main conjecture for motives

In this section, we study Iwasawa theory for motives. In §3.1, we give a formulation of the
(equivariant) Iwasawa main conjecture (see Conjecture 3.4). In §3.2, we give another formulation
in the “non-equivariant” case (see Conjecture 3.9). In §3.3, we state a theorem that gives us
an approach to prove “one half” of the Iwasawa main conjecture under standard hypotheses (see
Theorem 3.17). §3.4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.17.

Throughout this section, we let K be a number field and p > 2 an odd prime number. Let A be
the ring of integers of a finite extension of Qp. Let T be a free A-module of finite rank equipped
with a continuous action of the absolute Galois group GK of K which is unramified outside a finite
set of places of K.

3.1. Formulation of the Iwasawa main conjecture. We fix the following data:

• L/K: a finite abelian extension in which all v ∈ S∞(K) split completely;
• K∞/K: a Zd

p-extension with d ≥ 1;
• S: a finite set of places of K containing S∞(K) ∪ Sp(K) ∪ Sram(L/K) ∪ Sram(T );
• Σ: a finite set of places of K such that S ∩Σ = ∅.

We set some notations attached to these data. We set

L∞ := L ·K∞, G∞ := Gal(L∞/K) and Λ = ΛL∞
:= A[[G∞]].

We set
T := T ⊗A Λ,
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on which GK acts by

σ · (t⊗ λ) := σt⊗ λσ−1 (σ ∈ GK , t ∈ T, λ ∈ Λ),

where σ−1 ∈ G∞ denotes the image of σ−1 ∈ GK under the natural surjection GK ։ G∞.
We keep assuming Hypothesis 2.3, and let r = rT := rankA(YK(T ∗(1))) be the basic rank (see

Definition 2.1). It is well-known that RΓΣ(OK,S ,T) is a perfect complex of Λ-modules, which is
acyclic outside degrees one and two, and that there is a non-canonical isomorphism

(3.1.1) Q(Λ)⊗Λ H1
Σ(OK,S,T) ≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ (H2

Σ(OK,S ,T)⊕ Λr).

Here Q(Λ) denotes the total quotient ring of Λ. In other words, the Euler characteristic of the
complex RΓΣ(OK,S ,T) is −r. We now assume the following.

Hypothesis 3.1 (The weak Leopoldt conjecture). H2
Σ(OK,S ,T) is Λ-torsion, i.e.,

Q(Λ)⊗Λ H2
Σ(OK,S,T) = 0.

Remark 3.2. If K∞/K is the cyclotomic Zp-extension, then it is expected that Hypothesis 3.1
is always satisfied (see [Per95, §1.3]). When T = Zp(1), by a well-known theorem of Iwasawa,
Hypothesis 3.1 is satisfied if no finite place of K splits completely in K∞ (in particular, it is
satisfied if K∞/K is the cyclotomic Zp-extension). When K = Q and T = Tp(E) with an elliptic
curve E over Q, Hypothesis 3.1 is proved by Kato [Kat04, Th. 12.4(1)]. For the case when K is
imaginary quadratic and K∞/K is the anticyclotomic Zp-extension, see Remark 5.16.

Under Hypothesis 3.1, we see by (3.1.1) that

Q(Λ)⊗Λ H1
Σ(OK,S,T) ≃ Q(Λ)r.

In particular, we have a canonical isomorphism

Q(Λ)⊗Λ det−1
Λ (RΓΣ(OK,S,T)) ≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ

∧r

Λ
H1

Σ(OK,S,T).

Since we have Q(Λ)⊗Λ
⋂r

ΛH ≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ
∧r

ΛH for any finitely generated Λ-module H, we obtain
a canonical isomorphism

(3.1.2) Q(Λ)⊗Λ det−1
Λ (RΓΣ(OK,S,T)) ≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ

⋂r

Λ
H1

Σ(OK,S,T).

We need the following lemma proved by Sakamoto in [Sak, Lem. B.15], which is used frequently
in this paper.

Lemma 3.3. Assume Hypothesis 2.3. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
⋂r

Λ
H1

Σ(OK,S,T) ≃ lim←−
F∈Ω(L∞)

⋂r

A[GF ]
H1

Σ(OF,S, T ).

(Recall that Ω(L∞) denotes the set of finite subextensions F/K of L∞/K and GF := Gal(F/K).)

We shall now formulate the Iwasawa main conjecture. We assume that a certain canonical
element

cL∞
∈
⋂r

Λ
H1

Σ(OK,S,T)
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is given. By Lemma 3.3, this is equivalent to assuming that a canonical Euler system

c ∈ ESr(T,L∞) = lim←−
F∈Ω(L∞)

⋂r

A[GF ]
H1

Σ(OF,S , T )

is given. A reasonable way is to assume that T comes from a motive M as in §2 and assume
Conjecture 2.6, but we do not need to assume it. For example, in the elliptic curve case, one can
take c to be Kato’s Euler system, although we do not know if it satisfies the properties (i) and (ii)
in Conjecture 2.6 (see Remark 2.10 and §2.3.2).

Conjecture 3.4 (The Iwasawa main conjecture). Assume Hypotheses 2.3 and 3.1. Then there
exists a (unique) Λ-basis

zL∞
∈ det−1

Λ (RΓΣ(OK,S,T))

such that the isomorphism

Q(Λ)⊗Λ det−1
Λ (RΓΣ(OK,S,T))

(3.1.2)≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ

⋂r

Λ
H1

Σ(OK,S ,T)

sends zL∞
to cL∞

.

Remark 3.5. In the Gm case (i.e., M = h0(K)(1) and c = ηRS: see §2.3.1), Conjecture 3.4 is
equivalent to IMC(L∞/K,S,Σ) in [BKS17, Conj. 3.1] (see also [BKS17, Rem. 3.6]).

Remark 3.6. If K = Q, M = h1(E)(1) with an elliptic curve E over Q and c = zKato (see §2.3.2),
then Conjecture 3.4 in the case L = K is equivalent to Kato’s main conjecture [Kat04, Conj. 12.10]
(see [BKS19, Rem. 7.2]). In the “equivariant” case (i.e., L is a general abelian extension of K),
Conjecture 3.4 is studied by the first author in [Kat21] and [Kata].

Remark 3.7. Using the language introduced in [BuSa21], we can rephrase Conjecture 3.4 as follows.
The module of “vertical determinantal systems” introduced in loc. cit. for L∞ is simply defined by

VS(T,L∞) := det−1
Λ (RΓΣ(OK,S ,T)).

Then by [BuSa21, Th. 2.18] there is a canonical map

ΘT,L∞
: VS(T,L∞)→ ESr(T,L∞)

which induces (3.1.2). (Namely, one can show that the image of det−1
Λ (RΓΣ(OK,S,T)) under the

map (3.1.2) lies in
⋂r

ΛH
1
Σ(OK,S,T).) Thus Conjecture 3.4 predicts the existence of a Λ-basis

zL∞
∈ VS(T,L∞)

such that

ΘT,L∞
(zL∞

) = cL∞
.

We note that the map ΘT,L∞
can be defined without assuming Hypothesis 3.1. However, if

Hypothesis 3.1 is not satisfied, then one can show that ΘT,L∞
is not injective.

Remark 3.8. Let K/K be an abelian extension as in §2. The observation in Remark 3.7 can
be generalized naturally for K: under Hypothesis 2.3, one can define an A[[Gal(K/K)]]-module
VS(T,K), which is free of rank one, and a canonical map

ΘT,K : VS(T,K)→ ESr(T,K).
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It is natural to expect that, for a given canonical Euler system c ∈ ESr(T,K), there exists an
A[[Gal(K/K)]]-basis

z ∈ VS(T,K)
such that

ΘT,K(z) = c.

This gives a generalization of Conjecture 3.4. (Namely, Conjecture 3.4 is the special case of this
prediction for K = L∞.) We note that, by the work of Burns-Greither [BuGr03], this generalization
of Conjecture 3.4 is known to be true when K = Q and c is the cyclotomic unit Euler system (see
§2.3.1 and [BDSS, Lem. 5.2]).

3.2. The “non-equivariant” Iwasawa main conjecture. In this subsection, we give another
formulation of Conjecture 3.4 in the “non-equivariant” case, i.e., when L = K. We moreover
assume that K∞/K is a Zp-extension, that is, d = 1. In this case, the Iwasawa algebra Λ =
ΛK∞

:= A[[Gal(K∞/K)]] is a two-dimensional regular local ring.
As before, we assume that a canonical element (Euler system)

cK∞
∈
⋂r

Λ
H1

Σ(OK,S ,T) ≃ lim←−
n

⋂r

A[GKn ]
H1

Σ(OKn,S , T ) = ESr(T,K∞)

is given, where Kn denotes the n-th layer of the Zp-extension K∞/K.
We propose the following.

Conjecture 3.9 (The non-equivariant Iwasawa main conjecture). Assume Hypotheses 2.3 and 3.1.
Then we have

charΛ

(⋂r

Λ
H1

Σ(OK,S ,T)/Λ · cK∞

)
= charΛ(H

2
Σ(OK,S ,T)).

Proposition 3.10. Conjecture 3.4 for L = K and d = 1 is equivalent to Conjecture 3.9.

To prove this proposition, we need the following algebraic lemma.

Lemma 3.11. Let Λ be a ring isomorphic to the formal power series ring A[[X]]. Let Q(Λ) be the
quotient field of Λ. Let H be a finitely generated Λ-module and set r := dimQ(Λ)(Q(Λ)⊗Λ H).

(i) The Λ-module
⋂r

ΛH is free of rank one and the natural map
⋂r

Λ
H → Q(Λ)⊗Λ

⋂r

Λ
H ≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ

∧r

Λ
H

is injective.
(ii) The image of the canonical map

detΛ(H)→ Q(Λ)⊗Λ detΛ(H) ≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ

∧r

Λ
H

coincides with

charΛ(Htors)
−1 ·

⋂r

Λ
H,

where Htors is the Λ-torsion submodule of H, and we regard
⋂r

ΛH ⊂ Q(Λ)⊗Λ
∧r

ΛH by (i).
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Proof. Since we have Q(Λ) ⊗Λ
⋂r

ΛH ≃ Q(Λ) ⊗Λ
∧r

ΛH, we see that the Λ-rank of
⋂r

ΛH is one.
The Λ-module

⋂r
ΛH is actually free, since it is reflexive by definition (see [NSW00, Cor. 5.1.3 and

Prop. 5.1.9]). This proves (i).
To prove (ii), it is sufficient to show that for any height one prime p of Λ we have

im

(
detΛp

(Hp)→ Q(Λ)⊗Λp

∧r

Λp

Hp

)
= FittΛp

(Hp,tors)
−1 ·

(⋂r

Λ
H
)
p
.

Since HomΛp
(Hp,Λp) = HomΛp

(Hp,tf ,Λp), we have an identification
(⋂r

Λ
H
)
p
=
∧r

Λp

Hp,tf in Q(Λ)⊗Λp

∧r

Λp

Hp.

The claim follows from the following well-known fact: for a discrete valuation ring R and a finitely
generated R-module M , we have

im
(
detR(M)→ Q(R)⊗R

∧s

R
M
)
= FittR(Mtors)

−1 ·
∧s

R
Mtf ,

where s := dimQ(R)(Q(R)⊗R M).
�

Proof of Proposition 3.9. Since Λ is regular, we have a canonical isomorphism

det−1
Λ (RΓΣ(OK,S,T)) ≃ detΛ(H

1
Σ(OK,S ,T))⊗Λ det−1

Λ (H2
Σ(OK,S ,T)).

By Lemma 3.11, under (3.1.2), this module corresponds to

charΛ(H
2
Σ(OK,S,T)) ·

⋂r

Λ
H1

Σ(OK,S,T).

The claim easily follows from this. �

3.3. Deduction of one half of the main conjecture. In this subsection, we state Theorem 3.17
below, which is one of the main results in this paper. It gives a general strategy to solve Conjecture
3.4. The proof will be given in the next subsection.

We keep the preceding notations. For simplicity, we assume Σ = ∅. Note that then, for each
abelian extension K/K, Hypothesis 2.3 is equivalent toH0(K, T/p) = 0. We will essentially consider
the case where K contains L∞ and K/L∞ is a pro-p extension, and in that case H0(K, T/p) = 0 is
equivalent to H0(L, T/p) = 0, which will be a part of Hypothesis 3.13 below.

We give a list of hypotheses. Let (−)∨ denote the Pontryagin dual.

Hypothesis 3.12. For every q ∈ S \ S∞(K), we have

H0(L⊗K Kq, T
∨(1)) = 0,

which is by the local duality equivalent to

H2(L⊗K Kq, T ) = 0.

Hypothesis 3.13 ([BSS18, Hyp. 3.3]). We have

H0(L, T/p) = 0

and
H0(L, (T/p)∨(1)) = 0.
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For each integers m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0, we put

Rm,n = A/pm[Gal(Ln/K)],

where Ln is the n-th layer of L∞/L (i.e., Gal(L∞/Ln) = Gal(L∞/L)p
n
and Gal(Ln/L) ≃ (Z/pn)d).

Then Rm,n is a zero-dimensional Gorenstein ring, and we have Λ = lim←−m,n
Rm,n. We also put

Tm,n = T ⊗A Rm,n,

which we regard as a Galois representation over Rm,n in the same way as T = T ⊗ Λ.
As in [BSS18, §3.1.2], we use the following notation. We put

Kpm = K(µpm , (O×
K)1/p

m
)K(1),

where K(1) denotes the maximal p-extension in the Hilbert class field of K. For each m,n, let
K(Tm,n) be the minimal Galois extension of K such that the action of GK on Tm,n factors through
Gal(K(Tm,n)/K). We put K(Tm,n)pm = K(Tm,n)Kpm.

Hypothesis 3.14 ([BSS18, Hyp. 3.2]).

(i) The residual representation of T is irreducible as a representation of GK .
(ii) For every m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0, there exists τ ∈ GKpm

such that Tm,n/(τ − 1)Tm,n is a free
Rm,n-module of rank one.

(iii) For every m ≥ 1, n ≥ 0, we have

H1(K(Tm,n)pm/K, Tm,n) = 0

and
H1(K(Tm,n)pm/K, T∨

m,n(1)) = 0.

The following result gives a sufficient condition for Hypotheses 3.13 and 3.14 to be satisfied.

Proposition 3.15. Put a := rankA(T ) and suppose a ≥ 2. Then Hypotheses 3.13 and 3.14 are
satisfied if p ≥ 5, (a, p − 1) 6= 1, and the image of the Galois representation

GK → AutA(T ) ≃ GLa(A)
contains SLa(Zp).

Proof. This result will not be used in this paper, so the reader may skip the proof.
The basic idea is the same as [BSS19, Lem. 6.17(ii)]. We first observe the following claim: for

any solvable extension M/K (i.e., a Galois extension whose Galois group is solvable), the image of
the homomorphism

GM → AutA(T ) ≃ GLa(A)
also contains SLa(Zp). This follows from the fact that SLa(Zp) is a perfect group since we assume
p ≥ 5.

Let π be a uniformizer of A. Then the above claim implies that, for any solvable extension M/K,
the image of the homomorphism

GM → AutA(T/π) ≃ GLa(A/π)
contains SLa(Fp). It is easy to see that the action of SLa(Fp) on (A/π)⊕a is irreducible. From these
facts, Hypothesis 3.13 and Hypothesis 3.14(i) follow immediately.
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Let us show Hypothesis 3.14(ii). By the above claim, we can take an element τ ∈ GLnKpm
such

that τ acts on T ≃ A⊕a as the matrix


1 1
1 1

. . .
. . .

1 1
1




.

Then T/(τ − 1)T is a free A-module of rank one. Moreover, since τ ∈ GLn , we have

Tm,n/(τ − 1)Tm,n ≃ T/(τ − 1)T ⊗A Rm,n.

Therefore, this τ satisfies the condition of Hypothesis 3.14(ii).
Finally let us show Hypothesis 3.14(iii). We have the inflation-restriction exact sequence

H1(Kpm/K,H0(Kpm , Tm,n))→ H1(K(Tm,n)pm/K, Tm,n)→ H1(K(Tm,n)pm/Kpm , Tm,n).

The first term here vanishes because we have

H0(Kpm, Tm,n) ⊂ H0(LnKpm , Tm,n) ≃ H0(LnKpm , T/p
m)⊗A/pm Rm,n

and the above irreducibility of the Galois representation implies that H0(LnKpm , T/p
m) = 0.

Moreover, we can show that the last term of the sequence also vanishes in the following manner.
The action of Gal(K(Tm,n)pm/Kpm) on Tm,n is presented by a homomorphism

Gal(K(Tm,n)pm/Kpm) →֒ AutRm,n(Tm,n) ≃ GLa(Rm,n).

The first claim in this proof implies that the image of this homomorphism contains SLa(Zp/p
m).

By the assumption (a, p − 1) 6= 1, there exists an element λ ∈ Z×
p such that λ 6= 1 and λa = 1.

Then we may use the “center kills” argument for the scalar matrix λ ∈ SLa(Zp/p
m) ⊂ GLa(Rm,n)

and obtain H1(K(Tm,n)pm/Kpm , Tm,n) = 0 as claimed. �

Hypothesis 3.16 ([BSS18, Hyp. 6.11]). Frp
k

q −1 is injective on T for every finite place q 6∈ S and
k ≥ 0.

Recall that, for an abelian extension K/K, the module of Euler systems ESr(T,K) is defined in
Definition 2.2 (we take Σ = ∅). When K ⊃ L∞, we can consider the composite map

ESr(T,K)→ ESr(T,L∞) ≃
⋂r

Λ
H1(OK,S ,T),

where the first map is the natural restriction map and the last isomorphism follows from Lemma
3.3. For each c = (cF )F ∈ ESr(T,K), we write cL∞

∈ ⋂r
ΛH

1(OK,S,T) for the image of c.
The following is the main result of this section, which roughly says that “one half” of the Iwasawa

main conjecture (Conjecture 3.4) holds for any Euler system c ∈ ESr(T,K).
Theorem 3.17. Let K be an abelian extension of K that contains L∞ and K(q) for each finite
place q 6∈ S, where K(q) denotes the maximal p-extension in the ray class field of K modulo q.
Let us assume that Hypotheses 3.1, 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, and 3.16 hold. We assume r ≥ 1 and p ≥ 5.
Then, for any Euler system

c ∈ ESr(T,K),
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there exists an element
zL∞
∈ det−1

Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T))

such that the isomorphism

Q(Λ)⊗Λ det−1
Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T))

(3.1.2)≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ

⋂r

Λ
H1(OK,S,T)

sends zL∞
to cL∞

.

3.4. Proof of Theorem 3.17. This subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.17. One
of the main ingredients is the work [BSS18] by Burns, Sakamoto, and the second-named author.
Another is the work [Kata] by the first-named author.

3.4.1. Reformulation using basic elements. The first step is to reformulate Theorem 3.17 in terms
of basic elements that are introduced in [Kata]. It will be clear that the reformulation has a similar
background to that in Remark 3.7.

Recall that the complex RΓ(OK,S,T) is perfect over Λ. By the Euler-Poincare characteristic
formula, the Euler characteristic of RΓ(OK,S ,T)) equals to the basic rank r = rT .

Definition 3.18 ([Kata, Def. 3.1 and 3.2]). Suppose that H0(L, T/p) = 0 holds. This implies that,
for each m ≥ 1, n ≥ 0, the complex RΓ(OK,S , Tm,n) is acyclic outside degrees one and two. Then
we have a natural homomorphism

Πm,n : det−1
Rm,n

(RΓ(OK,S , Tm,n))→
⋂r

Rm,n
H1(OK,S , Tm,n)

for each m,n (see [Kata, Def. 3.1]). Then an element of
⋂r

Rm,n
H1(OK,S , Tm,n) is called basic

(resp. primitive basic) if it is the image of an element (resp. a basis) of det−1
Rm,n

(RΓ(OK,S , Tm,n))

under Πm,n.
Note that, by Sakamoto [Sak, Lem. B.15] as in Lemma 3.3, we have a natural isomorphism

⋂r

Λ
H1(OK,S ,T) ≃ lim←−

m,n

⋂r

Rm,n
H1(OK,S , Tm,n).

Then, taking the limit of Πm,n, we obtain a natural homomorphism

Π : det−1
Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T))→

⋂r

Λ
H1(OK,S,T).

In a similar way as above, we define the notion of (primitive) basic elements in
⋂r

ΛH
1(OK,S,T).

In fact, the homomorphism Π can be identified with ΘT,L∞
in Remark 3.7. Therefore, we can

reformulate Conjecture 3.4 as follows, respecting the spirit of [Kata].

Conjecture 3.19. The given canonical element cL∞
∈ ⋂r

ΛH
1(OK,S,T) as in §3.1 is primitive basic

for RΓ(OK,S ,T).

If we assume Hypothesis 3.1 (the weak Leopoldt conjecture), then Conjectures 3.4 and 3.19 are
equivalent. Moreover, as in Remark 3.7, the homomorphism Π is injective if and only if Hypothesis
3.1 holds. In the rest of this section, we do not assume Hypothesis 3.1. In fact, a general strategy
to prove it is by deducing from Theorem 3.20 below and that the annihilator ideal of cL∞

vanishes.
In the same way as the equivalence between Conjectures 3.4 and 3.19, we can now restate

Theorem 3.17 as follows.
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Theorem 3.20. Assume the same hypotheses as in Theorem 3.17 except for Hypothesis 3.1. Then
every element in the image of the natural map

ESr(T,K)→
⋂r

Λ
H1(OK,S,T)

that sends c to cL∞
is basic.

The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.20. First let us observe that we
may assume that K/L is a pro-p extension. For, writing K′ for the maximal pro-p subextension of
K/L, the extension K′/K also satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.17, and that the homomorphism
ESr(T,K)→

⋂r
ΛH

1(OK,S ,T) factors through ESr(T,K′).
Let us outline the proof of Theorem 3.20. We assume that K/L is a pro-p extension. By [Kata,

Prop. 3.3], the theorem is equivalent to that, for each m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0, every element in the image
of

ESr(T,K)→ ESr(T,L∞)→
⋂r

Rm,n
H1(OK,S , Tm,n)

is basic. We shall prove this by constructing the following natural commutative diagram whose
upper diagonal arrow is the last displayed map:

(3.4.1) ESr(T,K)

**❯❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯

Dr

��
KSr(Tm,n,P(Tm,n)) //

⋂r
Rm,n

H1(OK,S , Tm,n)

SSr(Tm,n,P(Tm,n))

≃Regr

OO

≃
//

44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
det−1

Rm,n
(RΓ(OK,S , Tm,n)).

Πm,n

OO

Here KSr denotes the module of Kolyvagin systems, SSr the module of Stark systems, Dr the
Kolyvagin derivative map, Regr the regulator map, and the other unnamed arrows are all natural
maps (see the subsequent discussion for more detailed definitions). It is clear that this diagram
proves the theorem. Basically, the lower triangle is (a direct generalization of) [Kata, Th. 5.12].
The other triangles are obtained by applying main results of [BSS18].

Note that we have an advantage in using Π instead of ΘT,L∞
in Remark 3.7; Π has obvious

counterparts Πm,n for zero-dimensional ring Rm,n, for which the above diagram can be constructed.
In the rest of this subsection, fixing m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0, we put

R = Rm,n, A = Tm,n.

(Note that A denoted the quotient field of A in §2, but it will never appear in the following and
there will be no danger of confusion.)

3.4.2. Stark systems. Let us define the module of Stark systems and then construct the lower
triangle of (3.4.1). We closely follow [Kata, §5].

We set

P(A) = {q 6∈ S | q splits completely in Kpm and A/(Frq−1)A is free of rank one over R}.
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This coincides with the set P in [BSS18, §3.1.2]. Then for each q ∈ P(A), we have submodules

H1
f (Kq, A),H

1
tr(Kq, A) ⊂ H1(Kq, A),

which are free of rank one, and H1(Kq, A) = H1
f (Kq, A)⊕H1

tr(Kq, A) (see [BSS18, §3.1.3]).

For a subset Q ⊂ P(A), we define N (Q) as the set of square-free products of elements of Q. For
n ∈ N (P(A)), we write ν(n) for the number of the prime divisors of n. By convention, for the unit
ideal (1), we have (1) ∈ N (Q) for any Q and ν((1)) = 0.

Definition 3.21 ([Kata, Def. 5.2]). We say that n ∈ N (P(A)) is large (for A) if the natural
localization map

H1(OK,S, A
∨(1))→

⊕

q|n

H1
f (Kq, A

∨(1))

is injective.

For each n ∈ N (P(A)), let us put Sn = S ∪ prime(n), where prime(n) denotes the set of prime
divisors of n. Then, since we have an exact sequence

0→ H1(OK,S , A
∨(1))→ H1(OK,Sn , A∨(1))→

⊕

q|n

H1
/f (Kq, A

∨(1)),

we see that n is large if and only if the map

H1(OK,Sn , A∨(1))→
⊕

q|n

H1(Kq, A
∨(1))

is injective.
The following is a consequence of the Chebotarev density theorem. We make essential use of

Hypothesis 3.14 here.

Lemma 3.22 ([BSS18, Lem. 3.9]). Suppose Hypothesis 3.14 holds. Then there exist infinitely many
elements n ∈ N (P(A)) which are large for A.

Proposition 3.23 ([Kata, Prop. 5.8]). Suppose that Hypotheses 3.12 and 3.13 hold. Let n ∈
N (P(A)) be large. Then H1(OK,Sn , A) is a free R-module of rank r + ν(n) and we have a quasi-
isomorphism

(3.4.2) RΓ(OK,S , A) ≃


H1(OK,Sn , A)→

⊕

q|n

H1
/f (Kq, A)


 ,

where the right hand side is regarded as a complex concentrated in degrees one and two.

Proof. We shall first show that H1(OK,Sn , A) is free of rank r + ν(n). By Hypothesis 3.13, we
have H0(OK,Sn , A) = 0. Since RΓ(OK,Sn , A) is a perfect complex with Euler characteristic r, it is
enough to show that H2(OK,Sn , A) is free of rank ν(n).
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We use the Poitou-Tate duality:

H1(OK,Sn , A)→
⊕

q∈Sn\S∞(K)

H1(Kq, A)
∗→ H1(OK,Sn, A∨(1))∨

→H2(OK,Sn , A)→
⊕

q∈Sn\S∞(K)

H2(Kq, A)→ H0(OK,Sn, A∨(1))∨.

By the assumption that n is large, the map with ∗ is surjective. Also, by Hypothesis 3.13, the last
term vanishes. Hence, by Hypothesis 3.12, we obtain an isomorphism

(3.4.3) H2(OK,Sn, A)
∼−→
⊕

q|n

H2(Kq, A),

which shows that H2(OK,Sn, A) is free of rank ν(n).
To complete the proof, we need to show the quasi-isomorphism (3.4.2). But this follows imme-

diately from (3.4.3) and the natural long exact sequence

0→ H1(OK,S , A)→ H1(OK,Sn , A)→
⊕

q|n

H1
/f (Kq, A)

→ H2(OK,S , A)→ H2(OK,Sn , A)→
⊕

q|n

H2(Kq, A).

�

We shall review the definition of the module of Stark systems.

Definition 3.24 ([BuSa21, §3.2], [BSS18, §4.1], [Kata, Def. 5.4 and 5.5]). Let Q ⊂ P(A) be a
subset. For each n ∈ N (Q), we put

Xr
n (A) =

(⋂r+ν(n)

R
H1(OK,Sn , A)

)
⊗R det−1

R


⊕

q|n

H1
/f (Kq, A)


 .

For each n | n′, by the exact sequence

0→ H1(OK,Sn , A)→ H1(OK,Sn′ , A)→
⊕

q|n′/n

H1
/f (Kq, A),

we have a natural homomorphism Xr
n′
(A) → Xr

n (A). With respect to these transition maps, we
define

SSr(A,Q) = lim←−
n∈N (Q)

Xr
n (A).

We shall obtain the lower triangle in the diagram (3.4.1).
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Theorem 3.25 ([Kata, Th. 5.12]). Suppose that Hypotheses 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 hold. Then we
have a commutative diagram

SSr(A,P(A)) //

≃
��

Xr
(1)(A)

det−1
R (RΓ(OK,S , A))

Πm,n

//
⋂r

RH
1(OK,S , A).

Here, (1) denotes the unit ideal. The upper horizontal map is the canonical projection. The right
vertical equality is by definition.

Proof. The left vertical isomorphism follows from Lemma 3.22 and Proposition 3.23. The commu-
tativity is a consequence of the actual constructions of maps. �

3.4.3. Kolyvagin systems. We introduce the module of Kolyvagin systems and construct the other
two triangles of (3.4.1).

First we introduce a Selmer structure F on the Galois representation A = Tm,n (see [BSS18,
§3.1.1] for a general definition of Selmer structures) by

H1
F(Kq, A) =

{
H1(Kq, A) (q ∈ S \ S∞(K))

H1
f (Kq, A) (q 6∈ S).

Then the Selmer group H1
F (K,A) is identified with H1(OK,S, A). More generally, for n ∈ N (P(A)),

we have

H1
Fn(K,A) = H1(OK,Sn , A)

and

H1
F(n)(K,A) = Ker


H1(OK,Sn , A)→

⊕

q|n

H1
/ tr(Kq, A)




(see [BSS18, §3.1.3] for the definitions of the modified Selmer structures Fn and F(n)).
For each q ∈ P(A), we put Gq = Gal(K(q)/K(1)) (recall that K(q) denotes the maximal p-

extension in the q-ray class field of K). More generally, for n ∈ N (P(A)), we put Gn =
⊗

q|n Gq.

Definition 3.26 ([BuSa21, Def. 4.1], [BSS18, §5.1]). Let Q ⊂ P(A) be a subset. We define a
Kolyvagin system

κ = (κn)n ∈
∏

n∈N (Q)

⋂r

R
H1

F(n)(K,A) ⊗Gn

by requiring the “finite-singular relation” (we do not recall the precise definition). Let KSr(A,Q)
denote the module of Kolyvagin systems.

Now we consider the middle triangle of (3.4.1).

Definition 3.27 ([BuSa21, §4.2], [BSS18, §5.2]). Let Q ⊂ P(A) be a subset. We define the
regulator map

Regr : SSr(A,Q)→ KSr(A,Q)
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as follows. For each n ∈ N (Q), by the exact sequence defining H1
F(n)(K,A), we have a natural map

⋂r+ν(n)

R
H1(OK,Sn , A)→

⋂r

R
H1

F(n)(K,A) ⊗
⊗

q|n

H1
/ tr(Kq, A).

By combining with the “finite-singular comparison map,” we then obtain a map

Xr
n(A)→

⋂r

R
H1

F(n)(K,A) ⊗Gn.

These maps for various n define Regr.

By the construction, we obtain the middle commutative triangle in (3.4.1). Then we have to
show that Regr is an isomorphism:

Theorem 3.28 ([BSS18, Th. 5.2(i)]). Suppose that Hypotheses 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 hold. Suppose
p ≥ 5. Then the regulator map

Regr : SSr(A,P(A))
∼→ KSr(A,P(A))

is an isomorphism.

Proof. In order to apply [BSS18, Th. 5.2(i)], we have to check [BSS18, Hyp. 4.2], i.e., that there
exist infinitely many elements n ∈ N (P(A)) such that

H1
(F∗)n

(K,A∨(1)) = 0

and that H1
Fn(K,A) is free of rank r + ν(n) over R. By Lemma 3.22, it is enough to show that

every n ∈ N (P(A)) which is large for A (in the sense of Definition 3.21) satisfies the conditions.
By Proposition 3.23, the module H1

Fn(K,A) = H1(OK,Sn , A) is actually free of rank r + ν(n).
Moreover, since H1

(F∗)n
(K,A∨(1)) is the kernel of

H1(OK,S, A
∨(1))→

⊕

q∈Sn\S∞(K)

H1(Kq, A
∨(1)),

it vanishes as n is large. �

Finally we consider the upper triangle of (3.4.1).

Theorem 3.29 ([BSS18, Cor. 6.13]). Let K be an abelian extension of K such that K ⊃ L∞ and
K/L is a pro-p extension. Suppose that K ⊃ K(q) for every q ∈ P(A). Suppose that H0(L, T/p) = 0
and Hypothesis 3.16 hold. Then we have a natural homomorphism

Dr : ESr(T,K)→ KSr(A,P(A)),
called the derivative operator, such that we have a commutative diagram

ESr(T,K)

((❘❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘
❘

Dr

��
KSr(A,P(A)) //

⋂r
RH

1(OK,S, A),

where the diagonal and the horizontal maps are the natural projection maps.
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Proof. We only have to apply [BSS18, Cor. 6.13], taking the following remarks into account. In
the corollary, the Selmer structure is taken as the canonical one Fcan, but that does not matter
since our Selmer structure F is larger. We also removed the latter condition in [BSS18, Hyp. 6.7],
that is, “K contains a Zd

p-extension of K (d ≥ 1) in which no finite place of K splits completely.”
For, this condition is only used in order to check that the Kolyvagin derivative of an Euler system
satisfies the unramified condition outside Sn, which is already assumed in our definition of Euler
systems. �

Thus we have the upper triangle in (3.4.1). This completes the construction of the commutative
diagram (3.4.1), so we have also finished proving Theorem 3.20 and Theorem 3.17.

4. Derivatives of Euler systems

In this section, we generalize several conjectures and results in [BKS19], where the case of elliptic
curves over Q is considered, to a general motive.

We use notations in §2. Throughout this section, we assume Hypothesis 2.3.

4.1. Bockstein maps. As in §2.5, we set

e := dimA(H
2(OK,S, V )) = rankA(H

2
Σ(OK,S, T )tf)

and fix an A-basis x ∈ ∧e
AH

2
Σ(OK,S , T )tf . In this subsection, we define a “Bockstein regulator

map”

BocF = BocT,F,x :
∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S, T )→
∧r

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )⊗A IeF /I
e+1
F

for each F ∈ Ω(K), where IF denotes the augmentation ideal of A[GF ]:
IF := ker(A[GF ] ։ A).

The definition of the map is more or less the same as that in [BKS19, §2.3].
Let

β = βF : H1
Σ(OK,S, T )→ H2

Σ(OK,S, T )tf ⊗A IF/I
2
F

be the Bockstein map, i.e., the map induced by the connecting homomorphism of the natural exact
triangle

RΓΣ(OK,S , T )⊗L

A IF/I
2
F → RΓΣ(OF,S , T )⊗L

A[GF ] A[GF ]/I2F → RΓΣ(OK,S, T )→ .

Write x = x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xe and define βi : H
1
Σ(OK,S, T )→ IF /I

2
F by

β(a) =

e∑

i=1

xi ⊗ βi(a).

The Bockstein regulator map is now defined by

BocF (a1 ∧ · · · ∧ ar+e) =
∑

σ

sgn(σ)aσ(e+1) ∧ · · · ∧ aσ(e+r) ⊗ det(βi(aσ(j)))1≤i,j≤e,

where σ runs over the elements of the symmetric group Sr+e such that σ(1) < · · · < σ(e) and
σ(e + 1) < · · · < σ(e + r). Note that BocF depends on the choice of x, but is independent of
x1, . . . , xe.
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4.2. Derivatives and extended special elements. We now assume that a canonical Euler
system

c ∈ ESr(T,K)
is given. In this subsection, we formulate a conjecture which relates “derivatives” of c with the
extended special element η̃K defined in §2.5. (Here “derivatives” are different from Kolyvagin’s
derivatives, which are considered in the usual Euler system argument [Rub00] as in Theorem 3.29,
but similar to those considered by Darmon [Dar92].) This conjecture is a generalization of the
“generalized Perrin-Riou conjecture” for Kato’s Euler system formulated in [BKS19, Conj. 2.12].

As in Conjecture 2.6, we fix an A[[Gal(K/K)]]-basis

b = (bF )F ∈ lim←−
F∈Ω(K)

∧r

A[GF ]
YF (T

∗(1))∗.

(As Conjecture 2.6 suggests, the Euler system c should depend on the choice of b.)
We fix F ∈ Ω(K), which is unramified outside S (so that S(F ) = S). Let

ιF :
∧r

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )⊗A IeF/I
e+1
F →֒

⋂r

A[GF ]
H1

Σ(OF,S , T )⊗A IeF /I
e+1
F

⊂
⋂r

A[GF ]
H1

Σ(OF,S , T )⊗A A[GF ]/Ie+1
F

be the canonical injection defined in the same way as [San14, Lem. 2.11]. (Note that
∧r

AH
1
Σ(OK,S, T ) =⋂r

AH
1
Σ(OK,S, T ) since the A-module H1

Σ(OK,S, T ) is free.)
Let

η̃K = η̃K,S,Σ(T ) ∈ Cp ⊗Zp

∧r+e

A
H1(OK,S , T )

be the extended special element in Definition 2.11 (which depends on the fixed A-bases x ∈∧e
AH

2
Σ(OK,S, T )tf and bK ∈

∧r
AYK(T ∗(1))∗).

The following conjecture predicts a precise relation between the element

NF/K(cF ) :=
∑

σ∈GF

σcF ⊗ σ−1 ∈
⋂r

A[GF ]
H1

Σ(OF,S , T )⊗A A[GF ]

and η̃K .

Conjecture 4.1. Assume Hypothesis 2.3 for F .

(i) We have

NF/K(cF ) ∈
⋂r

A[GF ]
H1

Σ(OF,S, T )⊗A IeF .

(ii) Assume the integrality of η̃K , i.e.,

η̃K ∈
∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T ).

(This is a consequence of the Tamagawa number conjecture: see Proposition 2.17.) Then
we have

NF/K(cF ) = (−1)reιF (BocF (η̃K)) in
⋂r

A[GF ]
H1

Σ(OF,S , T )⊗A IeF /I
e+1
F ,
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where

BocF = BocT,F,x :
∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S, T )→
∧r

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )⊗A IeF /I
e+1
F

is the Bockstein regulator map defined in §4.1.

Remark 4.2. Conjecture 4.1(ii) in particular predicts the existence of a unique element

κF ∈
∧r

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )⊗A IeF/I
e+1
F

such that

ιF (κF ) = NF/K(cF ) in
⋂r

A[GF ]
H1

Σ(OF,S, T )⊗A A[GF ]/Ie+1
F .

We call this conjectural element the Darmon derivative of the Euler system cF . Conjecture 4.1(ii)
is then equivalent to the equality

κF = (−1)reBocF (η̃K).

Remark 4.3. When e = 0 (i.e., H2(OK,S, V ) = 0), Conjecture 4.1(i) is trivially true and (ii) is
equivalent to the equality

cK = ηK ,

where ηK ∈ Cp ⊗Zp

∧r
AH

1(OK,S, T ) is the special element in Definition 2.7 (in this case we do not

need to assume the integrality). If K = Q, M = h1(E)(1) with an elliptic curve E over Q and
c = zKato, then Conjecture 4.1 is equivalent to [BKS19, Conj. 2.12] and the equality zKato

Q = ηQ is

equivalent to Perrin-Riou’s conjecture (see §2.3.2).

Remark 4.4. In the Gm case (i.e., M = h0(K)(1) and c = ηRS: see §2.3.1), Conjecture 4.1 is
equivalent to the (p-part of the) “Mazur-Rubin-Sano conjecture” formulated in [MaRu16, Conj. 5.2]
and [San14, Conj. 3]. More precisely, Conjecture 4.1 is equivalent to MRS(F/K/K,S,Σ, S∞(K), S\
{v0})p in [BKS17, Conj. 4.2], where we choose a finite place v0 ∈ S. (This choice corresponds to
the choice of a Zp-basis x ∈

∧e
Zp
H2

Σ(OK,S,Zp(1))tf . See Remark 2.15.)

Remark 4.5. One can show that the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture for (M⊗KF,A[GF ])
(see [BuFl01, Conj. 4]) implies Conjecture 4.1 when cF is the special element ηF in Definition 2.7
(see also Remark 2.9).

Concerning the existence of Darmon derivatives in Remark 4.2, we have the following result.

Proposition 4.6. Let L∞/K be an extension as in §3.1 and cL∞
∈ ⋂r

ΛH
1
Σ(OK,S,T) an Euler

system. Assume Hypothesis 2.3 for K = L∞. If there exists an element zL∞
∈ det−1

Λ (RΓΣ(OK,S,T))
such that the map (3.1.2) sends zL∞

to cL∞
, then the Darmon derivative κF of cF exists for any

F ∈ Ω(L∞).

Proof. Let

zF ∈ det−1
A[GF ](RΓΣ(OF,S , T ))

be the image of zL∞
under the natural surjection det−1

Λ (RΓΣ(OK,S ,T)) ։ det−1
A[GF ](RΓΣ(OF,S , T )).
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We have the following commutative diagram:

(4.2.1)

det−1
A[GF ](RΓΣ(OF,S , T ))

ΘT,F //

����

⋂r
A[GF ]H

1
Σ(OF,S , T )

NF/K //
⋂r

A[GF ]H
1
Σ(OF,S, T )⊗A A[GF ]/Ie+1

F

det−1
A (RΓΣ(OK,S, T ))

Θx

//
∧r+e

A H1
Σ(OK,S, T )

(−1)reBocF

//
∧r

AH
1
Σ(OK,S, T )⊗A IeF /I

e+1
F .

?�

ιF

OO

Here ΘT,F is the F -component of the map ΘT,L∞
mentioned in Remark 3.7, and Θx is the following

map:

det−1
A (RΓΣ(OK,S, T )) ≃ detA(H

1
Σ(OK,S, T ))⊗A det−1

A (H2
Σ(OK,S , T ))

≃ FittA(H
2
Σ(OK,S, T )tors) ·

∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )⊗A

∧e

A
H2

Σ(OK,S, T )
∗
tf

≃ FittA(H
2
Σ(OK,S, T )tors) ·

∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )

⊂
∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T ),

where the third isomorphism is defined by using the basis x ∈ ∧e
AH

2
Σ(OK,S, T )tf . The commuta-

tivity of the diagram is proved in the same way as [BKS16, Lem. 5.22] or [BKS19, Th. 7.8].
Since we have ΘT,F (zF ) = cF , the commutative diagram implies that the element NF/K(cF ) lies

in the image of ιF . This shows the existence of the Darmon derivative. �

4.3. An Iwasawa theoretic version. As in [BKS19, §4.3], we can formulate a natural Iwasawa
theoretic version of Conjecture 4.1.

Let K∞/K be a Zp-extension and consider the case K = K∞. We keep assuming Hypothesis
2.3. Note that each F ∈ Ω(K∞) is of the form Kn (the n-th layer) for some n. We set

In := IKn and I := ker(A[[Gal(K∞/K)]] ։ A) ≃ lim←−
n

In.

We define the Bockstein regulator map for K∞ by

Boc∞ := lim←−
n

BocKn :
∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T ) →
∧r

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )⊗A lim←−
n

Ien/I
e+1
n

≃
∧r

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )⊗A Ie/Ie+1.

This map induces

Boc∞ : Cp ⊗Zp

∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )→ Cp ⊗Zp

∧r

A
H1

Σ(OK,S, T )⊗A Ie/Ie+1.

(Note that Ie/Ie+1 ≃ A and so it does not vanish after taking Cp ⊗Zp −.)
For a given canonical Euler system c ∈ ESr(T,K∞), we assume the existence of the Darmon

derivative of c

κn := κKn ∈
∧r

A
H1

Σ(OK,S, T )⊗A Ien/I
e+1
n
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in Remark 4.2 for every n. Then one sees that (κn)n is an inverse system and so we can define the
limit

κ∞ := lim←−
n

κn ∈
∧r

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )⊗A lim←−
n

Ien/I
e+1
n ≃

∧r

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )⊗A Ie/Ie+1.

We now propose the following conjecture.

Conjecture 4.7. We have

κ∞ = (−1)reBoc∞(η̃K) in Cp ⊗Zp

∧r

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )⊗A Ie/Ie+1.

Remark 4.8. Unlike Conjecture 4.1, we do not need to assume the integrality of η̃K in Conjecture
4.7. This is one of the advantages of taking limits.

Remark 4.9. Conjecture 4.7 is a generalization of [BKS17, Conj. 4.2] and [BKS19, Conj. 4.9]. In
particular, by [BKS17, Th. 4.9] and [BKS19, Cor. 6.7], Conjecture 4.7 constitutes a generalization of
both the Gross-Stark conjecture [Gro82] and the p-adic Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture [MTT86].

We shall show that Conjectures 4.1 and 4.7 are equivalent under suitable assumptions.

Proposition 4.10. Let L∞/K be an extension as in §3.1 (with d = 1) and cL∞
∈ ⋂r

ΛH
1
Σ(OK,S ,T)

an Euler system. We assume Hypothesis 2.3 for K = L∞. We also assume the following.

(i) There exists an element zL∞
∈ det−1

Λ (RΓΣ(OK,S ,T)) such that the map (3.1.2) sends zL∞

to cL∞
.

(ii) The map Boc∞ is non-zero.

Then Conjecture 4.1 for any F ∈ Ω(L∞) is equivalent to Conjecture 4.7.

Proof. It is obvious that Conjecture 4.1 (for Kn for all n) implies Conjecture 4.7, so we shall prove
the converse.

Let

zK ∈ det−1
A (RΓΣ(OK,S, T ))

be the image of zL∞
. Let

Θx : det−1
A (RΓΣ(OK,S , T ))→

∧r+e

A
H1

Σ(OK,S , T )

be the map defined in the proof of Proposition 4.6. By the commutative diagram (4.2.1) (for
F = Kn for all n), we see that the Darmon derivative of cK∞

exists and it is given by

κ∞ = (−1)reBoc∞(Θx(zK)).

Since Boc∞ is non-zero by assumption, we see that Conjecture 4.7 is equivalent to the equality

(4.3.1) Θx(zK) = η̃K .

Note that, since Θx(zK) lies in
∧r+e

A H1
Σ(OK,S, T ), this equality implies the integrality of η̃K , which

is assumed in Conjecture 4.1(ii).
Let F ∈ Ω(L∞). By the proof of Proposition 4.6, the Darmon derivative of cF is given by

κF = (−1)reBocF (Θx(zK)).
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So Conjecture 4.1 for F is equivalent to the equality

BocF (Θx(zK)) = BocF (η̃K).

This is obviously implied by (4.3.1). Thus we have proved that Conjecture 4.7 implies Conjecture
4.1 for any F ∈ Ω(L∞). �

4.4. A strategy for proving the Tamagawa number conjecture. As in the previous subsec-
tion, we consider the case K = K∞.

Theorem 4.11. Assume Hypotheses 2.3 and 3.1. If we also assume

• Conjecture 3.9 (the non-equivariant Iwasawa main conjecture) for c,
• Conjecture 4.7 for c, and
• the map Boc∞ is non-zero,

then the Tamagawa number conjecture for M∗(1) (with coefficients in A) is true.

Proof. Conjecutre 3.9 implies the existence of a Λ-basis zK∞
∈ det−1

Λ (RΓΣ(OK,S,T)) such that the
map (3.1.2) sends zK∞

to cK∞
. Let

zK ∈ det−1
A (RΓΣ(OK,S, T ))

be the image of zK∞
, which is an A-basis. By Proposition 2.17, it is sufficient to prove that

Θx(zK) = η̃K ,

where Θx is the map in the diagram (4.2.1). Since Boc∞ is non-zero by assumption, this is implied
by Conjecture 4.7 (as in the proof of Proposition 4.10). So we have completed the proof. �

Remark 4.12. Theorem 4.11 is a direct generalization of [BKS19, Th. 7.6], where a strategy for
proving the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer formula for an elliptic curve over Q is given.

Remark 4.13. In the Gm case, a natural equivariant version of Theorem 4.11 is given in [BKS17,
Th. 5.2]. Since the main aim of this paper is to study a general motive, we do not give an equivariant
generalization of Theorem 4.11 in this paper.

5. Heegner points

The aim of this section is to study how the theory of Heegner points fits in the general framework
given in earlier sections. In particular, we study relations between Perrin-Riou’s “Heegner point
main conjecture” and the (non-equivariant) Iwasawa main conjecture in Conjecture 3.9.

In this section, we consider an imaginary quadratic base fieldK and the motiveM = h1(E/K)(1)
(with coefficients R = Q, A = Qp and A = Zp), where E is an elliptic curve over Q such that K
satisfies the Heegner hypothesis for E (i.e., every prime divisor of the conductor of E splits in K).
Let T := Tp(E) and V := Qp ⊗Zp T . In this case, note that

YK(T ∗(1)) :=
⊕

v∈S∞(K)

H0(Kv, T
∗(1)) = H0(C, T ∗(1)) = T ∗(1)

and so

rankZp(YK(T ∗(1))) = 2,
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i.e., the basic rank is two (see Definition 2.1). So Conjecture 2.6 suggests that there should be a
canonical Euler system of rank two in this setting. For this reason, we expect that Heegner points
are related with rank two Euler systems.

5.1. Heegner elements and Euler systems of rank two. In this subsection, we introduce
“Heegner elements”, which lie in the second exterior power of H1, and relate them with special
elements in Definition 2.7 (see Proposition 5.3). As an application, we construct a rank two Euler
system which is related with Heegner points in the case of analytic rank one (see Theorem 5.5).

We fix a finite set S of places of K containing {∞} ∪ Sp(K) ∪ Sram(T ). (Here S∞(K) = {∞}.)
We need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Assume rank(E(K)) = 1 and #X(E/K)[p∞] < ∞. Then H2(OK,S, V ) = 0 and
there exists a canonical exact sequence

0→ Qp ⊗Z E(K)→ H1(OK,S , V )→ Qp ⊗Q Γ(E,Ω1
E/K)→ Qp ⊗Z E(K)∗ → 0.

Proof. We have a canonical exact triangle

RΓf (K,V )→ RΓ(OK,S, V )→
⊕

v∈S

RΓ/f (Kv , V )→ .

(See [BuFl01, p. 522] for example.) If v /∈ Sp(K), we know that RΓ/f (Kv , V ) is acyclic. So we
obtain a long exact sequence

0→ H1
f (K,V )→ H1(OK,S, V )→ H1

/f (Kp, V )→ H2
f (K,V )→ H2(OK,S, V )→ 0.

Since we assume the finiteness of X(E/K)[p∞], we have

H1
f (K,V ) = Qp ⊗Z E(K) and H2

f (K,V ) = Qp ⊗Z E(K)∗.

Also, we have H1
/f (Kp, V ) = Qp ⊗Zp (lim←−n

E(Kp)/p
n)∗, which is canonically isomorphic to Qp ⊗Q

Γ(E,Ω1
E/K) via the dual exponential map. Hence we have an exact sequence

(5.1.1)

0→ Qp⊗Z E(K)→ H1(OK,S, V )→ Qp⊗Q Γ(E,Ω1
E/K)→ Qp⊗Z E(K)∗ → H2(OK,S , V )→ 0.

We shall show that H2(OK,S, V ) = 0. Since we assume rank(E(K)) = 1, we see that the map
Qp⊗ZE(K)→ Qp⊗Zp (lim←−n

E(Kp)/p
n) is injective. This implies that the map Qp⊗QΓ(E,Ω1

E/K)→
Qp ⊗Z E(K)∗ is surjective, so we have H2(OK,S, V ) = 0. This completes the proof. �

Throughout this subsection, we assume rank(E(K)) = 1 and #X(E/K)[p∞] < ∞. Then, by
Lemma 5.1, we obtain a canonical isomorphism

detQp(H
1(OK,S, V )) ≃ detQp(Qp⊗ZE(K))⊗Qp detQp(Qp⊗QΓ(E,Ω1

E/K))⊗Qp det
−1
Qp

(Qp⊗ZE(K)∗),

i.e.,

(5.1.2)
∧2

Qp
H1(OK,S, V ) ≃ Qp ⊗Q

(
E(K)⊗Z E(K)⊗Z

∧2

Q
Γ(E,Ω1

E/K)
)
.

Now we fix a modular parametrization φ : X0(N)→ E and let

yK ∈ E(K)
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be the associated Heegner point. Let cφ be the Manin constant and set uK := #O×
K/2. We fix

Néron differentials ω and ωK of E/Q and EK/Q respectively, where EK be the quadratic twist of
E by K. Then {ω, ωK} is a Q-basis of Γ(E,Ω1

E/K). Let EulS ∈ Q× be the product of Euler factors

at v ∈ S \ {∞} satisfying
EulS · L∗(E/K, 1) = L∗

S(E/K, 1).

We now define the Heegner element.

Definition 5.2. Assume rank(E(K)) = 1 and #X(E/K)[p∞] < ∞. Then we define the Heegner
element for E/K

zHg
K ∈

∧2

Qp
H1(OK,S , V )

as the element corresponding to

EulS · (uKcφ)
−2 ⊗ yK ⊗ yK ⊗ (ω ∧ ωK) ∈ Qp ⊗Q

(
E(K)⊗Z E(K)⊗Z

∧2

Q
Γ(E,Ω1

E/K)
)

under the isomorphism (5.1.2).

We choose a Zp-basis

(5.1.3) bK ∈
∧2

Zp

YK(T ∗(1))∗ =
∧2

Zp

T (−1)

in the following way. Let ΩE/K be the Néron period of E/K. We first take a Z(p)-basis

γ∗ ∈
∧2

Z(p)

H1(E(C),Z(p))
∗

so that the period map

(5.1.4) R⊗Q

∧2

Q
Γ(E,Ω1

E/K)
∼−→ R⊗Q

∧2

Q
H1(E(C),Q)∗

sends ω ∧ ωK to
1√
|DK |

ΩE/K · γ∗.

(This is possible, since 1√
|DK |

ΩE/K coincides with Ω+
EΩ

+
EK up to 2-power, where Ω+

E and Ω+
EK

denote the real periods of E/Q and EK/Q respectively. See [GrZa86, p. 312].) We then define bK
to be the image of γ∗ under the comparison isomorphism

(5.1.5)
∧2

Zp
H1(E(C),Zp)

∗ ≃
∧2

Zp
T (−1).

Let

ηK = ηK/K,S,∅(T ) ∈ Cp ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T )

be the special element defined by using bK (see Definition 2.7). A relation between zHg
K and ηK is

given as follows.
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Proposition 5.3. Assume ords=1L(E/K, s) = 1 (which implies rank(E(K)) = 1 and #X(E/K) <
∞ by the well-known theorem of Gross-Zagier-Kolyvagin). Then we have

zHg
K = ηK .

In particular, ηK lies in
∧2

Qp
H1(OK,S, V ).

Proof. Let

λT,K : Cp ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T )

∼−→ Cp ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp
YK(T ∗(1))∗

be the period-regulator isomorphism defined in §2.4. By definition, the special element ηK is
characterized by

λT,K(ηK) = L∗
S(E/K, 1) · bK .

So it is sufficient to show that

λT,K(zHg
K ) = L∗

S(E/K, 1) · bK .

Under the assumption, one checks that λT,K coincides with the following composition map:

Cp ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T )

(5.1.2)≃ Cp ⊗Q

(
E(K)⊗Z E(K)⊗Z

∧2

Q
Γ(E,Ω1

E/K)
)

≃ Cp ⊗Q

∧2

Q
Γ(E,Ω1

E/K)

(5.1.4)≃ Cp ⊗Q

∧2

Q
H1(E(C),Q)∗

(5.1.5)≃ Cp ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp
T (−1) = Cp ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp
YK(T ∗(1))∗,

where the second isomorphism is induced by the Néron-Tate height pairing

〈−,−〉∞,K : E(K)× E(K)→ R.

By the definition of zHg
K , we have

λT,K(zHg
K ) = EulS · (uKcφ)

−2 · 〈yK , yK〉∞,K ·
1√
|DK |

· ΩE/K · bK .

By the Gross-Zagier formula [GrZa86], we know that

L′(E/K, 1) = (uKcφ)
−2 · 〈yK , yK〉∞,K ·

1√
|DK |

· ΩE/K ,

so we have
λT,K(zHg

K ) = EulS · L′(E/K, 1) · bK = L∗
S(E/K, 1) · bK .

This proves the proposition. �

Let Tam(E/K) be the product of Tamagawa factors and RE/K the Néron-Tate regulator for
E/K. Recall that the p-part of the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer formula for E/K predicts the equality
(in Cp)

Zp · L∗(E/K, 1) = Zp ·
#X(E/K) · Tam(E/K)

#E(K)2tors
· 1√
|DK |

ΩE/K ·RE/K .
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Proposition 5.4. Assume ords=1L(E/K, s) = 1 and E(K)[p] = 0. Then the p-part of the Birch-
Swinnerton-Dyer formula for E/K holds if and only if we have an equality of Zp-modules

Zp · zHg
K = #H2(OK,S, T ) ·

∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T ).

In particular, the p-part of the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer formula for E/K implies the “integrality”

of zHg
K :

zHg
K ∈

∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T ).

Proof. Note that the assumption E(K)[p] = 0 implies that H1(OK,S, T ) is Zp-free. Since the p-part
of the Birch-Swinnderton-Dyer formula for E/K is equivalent to the Tamagawa number conjecture
for h1(E/K)(1) (with coefficients in Zp), the proposition follows immediately from Propositions
2.17 and 5.3. �

The following result gives a connection between Heegner points and rank two Euler systems.

Theorem 5.5. Assume ords=1L(E/K, s) = 1, E(K)[p] = 0 and the p-part of the Birch-Swinnerton-
Dyer formula for E/K holds. Then for any abelian p-extension K/K there exists a rank two Euler
system c ∈ ES2(T,K) such that

cK = zHg
K .

Proof. Note that we have a canonical isomorphism

ΘT,K : det−1
Zp

(RΓ(OK,S , T )) ≃ #H2(OK,S , T ) ·
∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T ).

Since we assume the p-part of the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer formula, Proposition 5.4 implies that there

is a basis zHg
K ∈ det−1

Zp
(RΓ(OK,S , T )) such that ΘT,K(zHg

K ) = zHg
K . Let VS(T,K) be the module men-

tioned in Remark 3.8, which is defined to be a certain inverse limit lim←−F∈Ω(K)
det−1

Zp[GF ](RΓ(OF,S(F ), T ))

with surjective transition maps. Then we have a commutative diagram

VS(T,K)
ΘT,K //

����

ES2(T,K)

��

det−1
Zp

(RΓ(OK,S , T ))
ΘT,K

//
∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T ),

where the left vertical surjection is the natural projection map and the right vertical arrow sends
c to cK . Take a lift

z ∈ VS(T,K)
of zHg

K ∈ det−1
Zp

(RΓ(OK,S , T )) and put

c := ΘT,K(z) ∈ ES2(T,K).
Then this Euler system has the desired property. �

Remark 5.6. The Euler system constructed in Theorem 5.5 is not canonical. A canonical rank two
Euler system should be constructed directly from Heegner points over ring class fields (so that it
satisfies the properties (i) and (ii) in Conjecture 2.6).
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5.2. The Heegner point main conjecture. In this subsection, we relate our formulation of the
Iwasawa main conjecture (Conjecture 3.9) with the Heegner point main conjecture formulated by
Perrin-Riou [Per87] (which has been studied in many works including [Ber95], [How04], [Wan21],
[Cas17] and [BCK21]).

In the following, we assume E has good ordinary reduction at p.

5.2.1. Formulation of the Heegner point main conjecture. We first review the formulation of the
Heegner point main conjecture. Let K∞/K be the anticyclotomic Zp-extension and Kn its n-th
layer. We set

Γn := Gal(Kn/K), Γ := Gal(K∞/K) and Λ := Zp[[Γ]] ≃ lim←−
n

Zp[Γn].

We also set

T := lim←−
n

IndKn/K(T ), W := V/T and W := lim−→
n

IndKn/K(W ).

For X ∈ {T,W}, we define a Λ-adic Selmer group Sel(X) as follows. Note first that, since
E has good ordinary reduction at each v ∈ Sp(K), we have a natural filtration F+X ⊂ X (as
GKv -modules). We set F−X := X/F+X and define

Sel(X) := ker


H1(OK,S,X)→

⊕

v∈Sp(K)

H1(Kv , F
−X)⊕

⊕

v∈S\(S∞(K)∪Sp(K))

H1(Kur
v ,X)


 ,

where Kur
v denotes the maximal unramified extension of Kv.

We set

Sel(W)∨ := HomZp(Sel(W),Qp/Zp) and X∞ := (Sel(W)∨)tors.

Let

y∞ ∈ Sel(T)

be the Λ-adic Heegner class, which is denoted by zf in [Cas17, §3.1]. By [Cor02] and [CoVa07], we
know that y∞ is non-torsion.

Lastly, let ι : Λ→ Λ; a 7→ aι denote the involution induced by Γ→ Γ; γ 7→ γ−1.

Conjecture 5.7 (The Heegner point main conjecture). We have

charΛ(Sel(T)/Λ · y∞) · charΛ(Sel(T)/Λ · y∞)ι = charΛ(X∞).

Remark 5.8. Building on works by many people (including Howard [How06] and Zhang [Zha14]),
Burungale-Castella-Kim has recently proved Conjecture 5.7 under mild hypotheses (see [BCK21,
Th. A]).

5.2.2. Selmer complexes. For later purpose, we give another formulation of the Heegner point main
conjecture by using Nekovář’s Selmer complexes [Nek06].

Let

R̃Γf (T) := R̃Γf,Iw(K∞/K, T ) and R̃Γf (W) := R̃Γf (KS/K∞,W )

be Selmer complexes defined in [Nek06, (8.8.5)]. We write H̃ i
f (−) for H i(R̃Γf (−)).

Lemma 5.9.
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(i) Let X ∈ {T,W}. There is a canonical exact triangle

R̃Γf (X)→ RΓ(OK,S,X)→
⊕

v∈Sp(K)

RΓ(Kv , F
−X)⊕

⊕

v∈S\({∞}∪Sp(K))

U−
v (X),

where U−
v (X) is defined by

U−
v (X) := Cone

(
RΓ(Kur

v /Kv ,X
GKur

v )→ RΓ(Kv ,X)
)
.

(ii) We have

H̃1
f (T) = Sel(T).

(iii) There is a canonical surjection

H̃1
f (W) ։ Sel(W)

with finite kernel.
(iv) There is a canonical isomorphism

H̃ i
f (T) ≃ (H̃3−i

f (W)ι)∨,

where we write (−)ι for the module on which Λ acts via the involution ι and (−)∨ for the
Pontryagin dual.

(v) There is a canonical map

H̃2
f (T)→ HomΛ(H̃

1
f (T),Λ)

ι

such that
– the cokernel is pseudo-null,
– the kernel is pseudo-isomorphic to X

ι
∞.

Proof. Claim (i) follows from [Nek06, (6.1.3.2)]. Claim (ii) follows from claim (i) by noting that
H0(Kv , F

−T) = 0 for v ∈ Sp(K) and H0(U−
v (T)) = 0 for v /∈ {∞} ∪ Sp(K). Claim (iii) again

follows from claim (i) by noting that H0(Kv , F
−W) is finite for v ∈ Sp(K) and H0(U−

v (W)) = 0
for v /∈ {∞} ∪ Sp(K). Claim (iv) follows from the duality [Nek06, (8.9.6.2)] and the natural
identification W = T∨(1) induced by the Weil pairing.

We prove claim (v). By [Nek06, Th. 8.9.9], we have a short exact sequence

0→ H̃2
f (T)tors → H̃2

f (T)→ HomΛ(H̃
1
f (T),Λ)

ι → 0

modulo pseudo-null. By (iii) and (iv), we see that H̃2
f (T)tors is pseudo-isomorphic to X

ι
∞. This

proves the claim. �

Remark 5.10. Combining Lemma 5.9(ii), (iii), (iv) and (v), we obtain a canonical isomorphism

Q(Λ)⊗Λ Sel(T) ≃ HomΛ(Sel(W)∨, Q(Λ)),

where Q(Λ) denotes the quotient field of Λ. In particular, the Λ-ranks of Sel(T) and Sel(W)∨ are
the same.

We now assume the following mild hypothesis.
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Hypothesis 5.11. The Λ-module Sel(T) is torsion-free and of rank one (i.e., dimQ(Λ)(Q(Λ) ⊗Λ

Sel(T)) = 1).

Remark 5.12. Hypothesis 5.11 is proved in [How04, Th. B] under mild assumptions (see also [Ber95,
Th. A] and [Nek01, §2]).

Under this hypothesis, we define a canonical isomorphism

(5.2.1) Q(Λ)⊗Λ det−1
Λ (R̃Γf (T)) ≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ Sel(T)⊗Λ Sel(T)ι

by the composition

Q(Λ)⊗Λ det−1
Λ (R̃Γf (T)) ≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ detΛ(H̃

1
f (T))⊗Λ det−1

Λ (H̃2
f (T))

≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ detΛ(Sel(T))⊗Λ detΛ(Sel(T)
ι)

≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ Sel(T)⊗Λ Sel(T)ι,

where the first isomorphism follows by noting that H̃0
f (T) = 0 and H̃3

f (T) = (H̃0
f (W)ι)∨ is finite

(which follows from the fact that E(K∞)[p∞] is finite, see [Nek01, Lem. 2.1(v)]), the second by
Lemma 5.9(ii) and (v), and the last by Hypothesis 5.11.

Proposition 5.13. Assume Hypothesis 5.11. Then Conjecture 5.7 holds if and only if there is a
Λ-basis

z̃∞ ∈ det−1
Λ (R̃Γf (T))

such that the map (5.2.1) sends z̃∞ to y∞ ⊗ y∞.

Proof. By Lemma 5.9(ii) and (v), we have a canonical isomorphism

det−1
Λ (H̃2

f (T)) ≃ det−1
Λ (Xι

∞)⊗Λ detΛ(Sel(T)
ι).

Since we have det−1
Λ (Xι

∞) ≃ charΛ(X∞)ι (see the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.11(ii)), we

see that the image of det−1
Λ (R̃Γf (T)) under the map (5.2.1) coincides with

charΛ(X∞)ι · Sel(T)⊗Λ Sel(T)ι.

The claim follows easily from this. �

5.2.3. Λ-adic Heegner elements. To simplify the notation, we set

Hi := H i(OK,S ,T).

We shall define a “Λ-adic Heegner element”

zHg
∞ ∈ Q(Λ)⊗Λ

⋂2

Λ
H1

and compare the Iwasawa main conjecture (Conjecture 3.9) for zHg
∞ with the Heegner point main

conjecture.
We fix an isomorphism

(5.2.2) detΛ


 ⊕

v∈Sp(K)

RΓ(Kv, F
−T)⊕

⊕

v∈S\({∞}∪Sp(K))

U−
v (T)


 ≃ Λ.
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Then the exact triangle in Lemma 5.9(i) induces an isomorphism

(5.2.3) det−1
Λ (R̃Γf (T)) ≃ det−1

Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T)).

Definition 5.14. Assume Hypotheses 3.1 (i.e., H2 is Λ-torsion) and 5.11. We define the Λ-adic
Heegner element

zHg
∞ ∈ Q(Λ)⊗Λ

⋂2

Λ
H1

as the image of
y∞ ⊗ y∞ ∈ Sel(T)⊗Λ Sel(T)ι

under the map

Sel(T)⊗Λ Sel(T)ι
(5.2.1)→ Q(Λ)⊗Λ det−1

Λ (R̃Γf (T))

(5.2.3)≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ det−1
Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T))

(3.1.2)≃ Q(Λ)⊗Λ

⋂2

Λ
H1.

(Note that (3.1.2) and (5.2.1) are defined under Hypotheses 3.1 and 5.11 respectively.)

Remark 5.15. The element zHg
∞ is canonical up to Λ× (it depends on the choice of an isomorphism

(5.2.2)).

Remark 5.16. Note that Hypothesis 3.1 is equivalent to

H2(OK,S,W) = lim−→
n

H2(OKn,S , E[p∞]) = 0.

(See [Per95, Prop. 1.3.2] or [Nek06, Lem. 9.1.5].) The vanishing of H2(OK,S,W) is proved by
Bertolini [Ber01, Th. 5.4] under mild assumptions. Thus Hypothesis 3.1 is known to hold under
mild assumptions.

The following is our formulation of the non-equivariant Iwasawa main conjecture (Conjecture
3.9) in the present setting.

Conjecture 5.17 (The Iwasawa main conjecture for zHg
∞ ). Assume Hypotheses 3.1 and 5.11. Then

we have zHg
∞ ∈ ⋂2

ΛH
1 and

charΛ

(⋂2

Λ
H1/Λ · zHg

∞

)
= charΛ(H

2).

Theorem 5.18. Assume Hypotheses 3.1 and 5.11. Then the Heegner point main conjecture (Con-
jecture 5.7) is equivalent to Conjecture 5.17.

Proof. This follows immediately from Propositions 5.13 and 3.10. �

The following is an Iwasawa theoretic analogue of Theorem 5.5.

Theorem 5.19. Assume Hypotheses 3.1 and 5.11, and also the Heegner point main conjecture
(Conjecture 5.7). Then, for any abelian p-extension K/K containing K∞, there exists a rank two
Euler system c ∈ ES2(T,K) such that

lim←−
n

cKn = zHg
∞ in lim←−

n

⋂2

Zp[Γn]
H1(OKn,S, T ) ≃

⋂2

Λ
H1.
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Proof. The assumed validity of the Heegner point main conjecture implies the existence of a Λ-basis

z
Hg
∞ ∈ det−1

Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T))

such that the map

ΘT,K∞
: det−1

Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T))→
⋂2

Λ
H1

induced by (3.1.2) sends zHg
∞ to zHg

∞ . Similarly to the proof of Theorem 5.5, we have a commutative
diagram

VS(T,K) ΘT,K //

����

ES2(T,K)

��

det−1
Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T))

ΘT,K∞

//
⋂2

ΛH
1,

where the right vertical arrow sends c to lim←−n
cKn . Take a lift

z ∈ VS(T,K)

of zHg
∞ ∈ det−1

Λ (RΓ(OK,S ,T)) and put

c := ΘT,K(z) ∈ ES2(T,K).
Then this Euler system has the desired property. �

Remark 5.20. We expect that the element zHg
∞ coincides with lim←−n

ηKn up to normalization, where

ηKn = ηKn/K,S,∅(T ) ∈ Cp ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp[Γn]
H1(OKn,S , T )

is the special element in Definition 2.7. Since lim←−n
ηKn is defined even in the supersingular and bad

reduction cases, we expect there is a construction of zHg
∞ without assuming E has good ordinary

reduction at p.

5.3. Derivatives of Heegner elements. In this subsection, we study Conjecture 4.7 for the Λ-

adic Heegner element zHg
∞ in Definition 5.14. We keep assuming that E has good ordinary reduction

at p. In this subsection, we always assume Hypotheses 3.1 (i.e., H2 is Λ-torsion) and 5.11.
We set e := dimQp(H

2(OK,S , V )). We also set

In := ker(Zp[Γn] ։ Zp) and I := ker(Λ ։ Zp) ≃ lim←−
n

In.

Let

ιn := ιKn :
∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T )⊗Zp I

e
n/I

e+1
n →֒

⋂2

Zp[Γn]
H1(OKn,S , T )⊗Zp I

e
n/I

e+1
n

⊂
⋂2

Zp[Γn]
H1(OKn,S , T )⊗Zp Zp[Γn]/I

e+1
n

be the canonical injection in §4.2.
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Proposition 5.21. Assume the Heegner point main conjecture (Conjecture 5.7). Then there exists

the Darmon derivative of zHg
∞ :

κHg
∞ = lim←−

n

κHg
n ∈

∧2

Zp

H1(OK,S, T )⊗Zp lim←−
n

Ien/I
e+1
n =

∧2

Zp

H1(OK,S, T )⊗Zp I
e/Ie+1,

i.e., the unique element satisfying

ιn(κ
Hg
n ) =

∑

σ∈Γn

σzHg
n ⊗ σ−1 in

⋂2

Zp[Γn]
H1(OKn,S, T )⊗Zp Zp[Γn]/I

e+1
n

for every n. (Note that Theorem 5.18 implies that zHg
∞ lies in

⋂2
ΛH

1 = lim←−n

⋂2
Zp[Γn]

H1(OKn,S , T ),

and zHg
n ∈ ⋂2

Zp[Γn]
H1(OKn,S , T ) denotes the element such that zHg

∞ = lim←−n
zHg
n .)

Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.18 and Proposition 4.6. �

Remark 5.22. Since zHg
∞ is canonical up to Λ×, its Darmon derivative κHg

∞ is canonical up to Z×
p .

In the following, we assume the following hypothesis. (Recall that EK/Q denotes the quadratic
twist of E/Q by K.)

Hypothesis 5.23.

(i) E(K)[p] = 0;
(ii) r+ := rank(E(Q)) > 0 and r− := rank(EK(Q)) > 0 (in particular, rank(E(K)) ≥ 2);
(iii) #X(E/K)[p∞] <∞.

Lemma 5.24. Assume Hypothesis 5.23.

(i) We have canonical isomorphisms

H1(OK,S, V ) ≃ Qp ⊗Z E(K) ≃ Qp ⊗Z (E(Q)⊕ EK(Q)).

(ii) We have a canonical exact sequence

(5.3.1) 0→ Qp ⊗Q Γ(E,Ω1
E/K)→ Qp ⊗Z E(K)∗ → H2(OK,S, V )→ 0.

In particular, we have

e := dimQp(H
2(OK,S, V )) = r+ + r− − 2.

Proof. By (5.1.1), it is sufficient to prove that the map Qp ⊗Q Γ(E,Ω1
E/K) → Qp ⊗Z E(K)∗ is

injective, or equivalently, the localization map Qp⊗ZE(K)→ Qp⊗Zp (lim←−n
E(Kp)/p

n) is surjective.
Since we have

Qp ⊗Z E(K) = Qp ⊗Z (E(Q)⊕ EK(Q))

and

Qp ⊗Zp (lim←−
n

E(Kp)/p
n) = Qp ⊗Zp (lim←−

n

E(Qp)/p
n ⊕ lim←−

n

EK(Qp)/p
n),

it is sufficient to prove the surjectivity of Qp⊗ZA(Q)→ Qp⊗Zp (lim←−n
A(Qp)/p

n) for A ∈ {E,EK}.
However, this is true by Hypothesis 5.23(ii). �
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Remark 5.25. The Heegner hypothesis implies that ords=1L(E/K, s) is odd, and so by the parity
conjecture [Nek01] we know that rank(E(K)) is also odd. So by Lemma 5.24(ii) we have e > 0
under Hypothesis 5.23.

We shall define a canonical “anticyclotomic Bockstein regulator”

RBoc
K∞
∈
∧2

Qp
H1(OK,S, V )⊗Zp I

e/Ie+1

as follows.
We fix a Zp-basis x ∈

∧e
Zp
H2(OK,S , T )tf , and let

Boc∞ = lim←−
n

BocT,Kn,x :
∧e+2

Qp
H1(OK,S , V )→

∧2

Qp
H1(OK,S , V )⊗Zp I

e/Ie+1

be the limit of Bockstein regulator maps defined in §4.1. By Lemma 5.24, we have rank(E(K)) =
r+ + r− = e + 2 and we fix a Z-basis {P1, . . . , Pe+2} of E(K)tf , which is regarded as a Qp-basis
of H1(OK,S , V ) by identifying Qp ⊗Z E(K) = H1(OK,S, V ). Let {P ∗

1 , . . . , P
∗
e+2} be the basis of

H1(OK,S , V )∗ which is dual to {P1, . . . , Pe+2}.
Recall that we fixed Néron differentials ω and ωK of E/Q and EK/Q respectively. Then {ω, ωK}

is a Q-basis of Γ(E,Ω1
E/K) and so we can identify Γ(E,Ω1

E/K) = Q2. By the exact sequence (5.3.1),

we get an isomorphism

(5.3.2)
∧e

Qp
H2(OK,S, V ) ≃

∧e+2

Qp
(Qp ⊗Z E(K))∗ =

∧e+2

Qp
H1(OK,S , V )∗.

Definition 5.26. Assume Hypothesis 5.23. We define the anticyclotomic Bockstein regulator by

RBoc
K∞

:= Cx · Boc∞(P1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pe+2) ∈
∧2

Qp

H1(OK,S , V )⊗Zp I
e/Ie+1,

where Cx ∈ Q×
p is the element satisfying

x
(5.3.2)7→ Cx · P ∗

1 ∧ · · · ∧ P ∗
e+2.

(One checks that RBoc
K∞

is independent of the choice of x and {P1, . . . , Pe+2}.)

Recall that Conjecture 4.7 for zHg
∞ predicts the equality

κHg
∞ = Boc∞(η̃K) in Cp ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp

H1(OK,S, T )⊗Zp I
e/Ie+1,

where η̃K = η̃K,S,∅(T ) ∈ Cp⊗Zp

∧e+2
Zp

H1(OK,S, T ) is the extended special element in Definition 2.11

(with respect to bK ∈
∧2

Zp
YK(T ∗(1))∗ in (5.1.3) and x ∈ ∧e

Zp
H2(OK,S , T )tf fixed above).

Proposition 5.27. Assume Hypothesis 5.23. Then Conjecture 4.7 for zHg
∞ holds if and only if we

have an equality

κHg
∞ =

L∗
S(E/K, 1)

√
|DK |

ΩE/K ·RE/K
·RBoc

K∞
in Cp ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T )⊗Zp I

e/Ie+1.
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove that

η̃K =
L∗
S(E/K, 1)

√
|DK |

ΩE/K ·RE/K
· Cx · P1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pe+2.

Let

λ̃T,K : Cp ⊗Zp

∧e+2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T )

∼−→ Cp ⊗Zp

(∧e

Zp
H2(OK,S, T )tf ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp
YK(T ∗(1))∗

)

be the extended period-regulator isomorphism defined in §2.5. Since η̃K is characterized by

λ̃T,K(η̃K) = L∗
S(E/K, 1) · (x⊗ bK), it is sufficient to prove that

λ̃T,K(Cx · P1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pe+2) =
ΩE/K ·RE/K√

|DK |
· (x⊗ bK).

One checks that λ̃T,K is explicitly given by the following composition map:

Cp ⊗Zp

∧e+2

Zp
H1(OK,S, T ) = Cp ⊗Z

∧e+2

Z
E(K)

≃ Cp ⊗Z

∧e+2

Z
E(K)∗

(5.3.1)≃ Cp ⊗Qp

(∧e

Qp
H2(OK,S, V )⊗Q

∧2

Q
Γ(E,Ω1

E/K)

)

(5.1.4)≃ Cp ⊗Qp

(∧e

Qp
H2(OK,S, V )⊗Q

∧2

Q
H1(E(C),Q)∗

)

(5.1.5)≃ Cp ⊗Zp

(∧e

Zp

H2(OK,S, T )tf ⊗Zp

∧2

Zp

YK(T ∗(1))∗
)
,

where the first isomorphism is induced by the Néron-Tate height pairing. The claim follows easily
from this description. �

The following result is an analogue of [BKS19, Th. 7.3]. (Recall that EulS is the product of Euler
factors at v ∈ S \ {∞} satisfying EulS · L∗(E/K, 1) = L∗

S(E/K, 1).)

Theorem 5.28. Assume Hypothesis 5.23 and the Heegner point main conjecture (Conjecture 5.7).
Then we have

Zp · κHg
∞ = Zp · EulS ·#X(E/K)[p∞] · Tam(E/K) · RBoc

K∞
in
∧2

Zp
H1(OK,S , T )⊗Zp I

e/Ie+1.

Proof. The Heegner point main conjecture implies the existence of a Λ-basis zHg
∞ such that the map

(3.1.2) sends zHg
∞ to zHg

∞ . Let

z
Hg
K ∈ det−1

Zp
(RΓ(OK,S , T ))

be the image of zHg
∞ , which is a Zp-basis. By the commutative diagram (4.2.1) (for F = Kn), we

have
κHg
∞ = Boc∞(Θx(z

Hg
K )).

So it is sufficient to prove that

Zp ·Θx(z
Hg
K ) = Zp · EulS ·#X(E/K)[p∞] · Tam(E/K) · Cx · P1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pe+2.
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By the definition of Θx, we have

Zp ·Θx(z
Hg
K ) = Zp ·#H2(OK,S , T )tors · P1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pe+2,

so it is sufficient to prove that

Zp ·#H2(OK,S , T )tors = Zp · EulS ·#X(E/K)[p∞] · Tam(E/K) · Cx.

It is not difficult to prove this equality, and we leave it as an exercise for the reader. �

Remark 5.29. In a forthcoming work, we prove that the formula in Theorem 5.28 implies the
conjecture of Bertolini-Darmon (see [BeDa96, Conj. 4.5(1)] or [AgCa21, Conj. 3.6]) up to Z×

p .
Furthermore, we formulate a refinement of Conjecture 4.7 so that it essentially implies [AgCa21,
Conj. 3.11].

The following result is an analogue of [BKS19, Th. 7.6] (and a special case of Theorem 4.11).

Theorem 5.30. Assume Hypothesis 5.23. If we also assume

• Conjecture 5.7 (the Heegner point main conjecture),

• Conjecture 4.7 for zHg
∞ , and

• RBoc
K∞
6= 0,

then the p-part of the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer formula for E/K holds, i.e.,

Zp · L∗(E/K, 1) = Zp ·#X(E/K)[p∞] · Tam(E/K) · 1√
|DK |

ΩE/K · RE/K .

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorems 4.11 and 5.18, but we can also deduce it directly by
combining Proposition 5.27 and Theorem 5.28. �
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